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The warm days of spring have finally arrived in Durham ... at least for a little while. (file photo) 
UNH police told to keep . quiet 
Larson is secretive about proposeq consolidation 
By Linda Hyatt 
A shroud of .secrecy contin-
ues to surround the proposed 
consolidation of the UNH and 
Durham Police Dep~rtments. 
Steve Larson, UNH director 
of environmental and public 
safety, has put a gag order on 
university police, according to 
individual police sources. Larson 
is not allowing police to speak 
with anyone concerning the study 
presently being conducted con-
cerning the future of the univer-
sity police. 
According to the same police 
sources, the proposed merge of 
Durham and university police · 
departments would not ~e.benefi-
cial to the university. The degree 
of safety and protection would 
decrease on cam pus if such . a 
merge were . to occur, said the 
source. 
Larson·responded to The New 
Hampshire's request for an inter-
view by returning a phone call 
through his secretary. According 
to Larson's secretary, Larson did 
not wish to reopen the rumors 
· that have been surfacing as a re-
sult of the study. · 
She also said jurisdiction is 
not being given to UNH police to 
make any comments at this time. 
Larson himself was unavail-
able fo.r comment. 
The New Hampshire reporter 
April Jacobs was"told to leave a 
meeting concerning the proposed 
consolidation last Wednesday 
evening. 
Interim president Gus Kin-
near announced the meeting was 
"closed" to the public after per-
sonnel from university relations 
attempted to enter the meeting .. 
The meeting had been announced 
in Foster's Daily Democrat earlier 
. in the week. 
New affirmative action 
plan draws some criticism 
By Gail Robertson 
Although the Affirmative 
. Action Advocacy Committee has 
receive.d mainly positive feedback, 
some faculty have criticized the 
prop<;>sed pian to diversify faculty, 
staff and students at UNH. 
The Affirmative Action Ad-
vocacy Plan is aimed at rec~uiting 
under-represented minority 
groups, according to a draft of the 
plan. 
Faculty opposition to the 
proposed plan was anticipated 
and treated as constructive, ac-
cording to Chris Burns-DiBiasio, 
Director of Affirmative Action. 
Modifications in the Affirmative 
Action Advocacy Plan were also 
expected, Burns-DiBiasio said. 
Warren Brown, associate 
professor of history and coordina-
tor of humanities, has written two 
letters to the Campus Journal re-
garding his opposition towards 
the Advocacy Plan. 
Brown said he is "against 
politicized·education ... and that's 
what this (the plan) is." 
Hans Heilbronner, a history 
professor, does not oppose diver-
sity, but cannot support the plan. 
Heilbronner feels the plan "enters 
· in the realm of discrimination." 
"It (the plan) essentially says 
factors of gender an.ct race will be 
considered above merits of the 
individual," Heilbronner said in 
the ·March 29 issue of the Campus 
Journal. 
Barbara Montgomery, chair 
of the communication department 
andadvocateoftheplan,disagrees 
with Heilbronner. "fhe idea that 
a department would have to hire a 
candidate that isn't rneritous is 
ridiculous to me," Montgomery 
said in the Campus Journal article. 
Bernard Gordon, professor of 
Political Science, has supported 
many efforts to promote diver-
.sity, but is unable to back the Af- , 
firmative Action Plan, according 
to the Campus Journal article. 
Gordon said the plan pro-
motes a view that tells the faculty 
they are not doing their job, so the 
administration will tell them how 
to do it. 
Ramchandran Sethuraman, 
an English instructor, is in favor of 
the plan. "Cultural diversity is so 
usefqJ and widening," . 
Sethuraman said. 
Sethurarnan attended the 
March 14 o·pen meeting on the 
proposed plan and was upset by 
the opposition to the plan. "It was 
very unnerving," Sethuraman 
said. 
The administration endorsed 
the goals and objectives of the p Ian 
and are waiting for comments on 
specific strategies, Burns-DiBiasio 
said. 
Interim President G~s Kin-
near supports the Affirmative 
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Plant light may 
have· caused fire 
Blaze leaves $15Kin damages A 
By Steve Ruhm 
A press release by the Dur-
ham Fire Department determined 
that the fire in Williamson Hall on 
April 12 caused approximately 
$15,000 in total damage to the 
structure and its contents. 
The probable ca use of the fire 
was a light fixture in a closet. The 
release said that the fixture was 
being used as a grow light for 
seedlings of an unknown species. 
• Although fire damage was 
contained to the room of origin, 
Williamson wing 3B has the pun-
gent odor of smoke and the im-
mediate area has visible water . 
damage~ The fire report said the 
damage was reduced due to the 
presence of a fire alarm system 
and also because room doors were 
kept closed by students. 
Williamson resident, Kevin 
Moran, said evacuation of the 
building moved slowly until 
people smelled the smoke, then 
they realized it wasn't just an-
other drill. Students in the vicin-
, ity of the fire said they could actu-
ally see flames licking out from 
under the door of room 343. 
Williamson Hall Director, 
Stacia Bullock, said the occupants 
of the room, Chris Ellis and Todd 
Moore, have been relocated within 
Williamson. She said, "right now 
we are just concerned with show-
ing support and getting them 
through." The room that was gut-
ted in the blaze will undergo re-
construction this summer. 
At the time of the fire, neigh-
boring Christensen Hall wa~ hav-
ing a "Coffee House" a-nd many of 
the Williamson students were able 
to crowd inside while firemen 
finished up \\'.:ith the fire, accord-
ing to Bullock. , . 
In a show of support for 
Moore and Ellis, Williamson stu-
dents are now planning events to 
raise, funds for the two UNH stu-
dents who .lost all their ,personal 
belongings in the fire, Bullock said. 
One idea she said they were 
·planning was a battle of the bands. 
They have not yet scheduled a 
date, but ~re hoping to hold the 
event in New Hampshire Hall. 
Bullock also said they are 
trying to get hypnotist Bob ·chase 
to put on a fundraising show for 
the students. 
VOTING FOR SBP AND SBVP STARTS TODAY. 
Polling places and times: 
McConnell Hall llam-4pm 
Kingsbury Hall llam-4pm 
Dimond Library llam-4pm 
Stoke Hall 1 lam .. 4pm 
MUB llam-6pm 
Stillings llam-lpm, 4pm-6pm 
Philbrook llam-lpm, 4pm-
Huddleston llam-2pm, 4pm-6pm 
. . 
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Nasty new neon! Nightlight never needed. 
. ,
 ~- . 
By Erin Sullivan accenttothedarkercolors,suchas 
black and navy, which then domi-
nated skiwear. 
department store, the hot neons 
are dominating every aspect of 
this year's spring fashions. 
Barklay says. ing to change to what is called a 
As shoppers approach The 
Lodge at the Fox Run Mall, im~ 
ages of khaki Docker's slacks, 
white Keds sneakers, and pastel 
Oxford shirts are probably what 
they have in mind; after all, this is 
the type of clothes with which The 
Lodge is generally associated. 
According to Jaye Morton, 
clothes buyer for P.J. Gallagher's, 
the trend of neon took off from the 
skiwear-industryandinvaded "the 
rest of the world." Morton said 
that the West Coast is a test market 
for new fashions and that the 
popularity of neon on the West 
Coast was a clear indication of the 
soon-to-be7popular neon craze on 
the East Coast. 
Much like the skiwear manu-
fa~tures who set the fashion trends 
on the slopes, popular name 
brands such as Vuarnet, Colom-
bia, Gotcha! and Body Glove have 
brought the neon colors to the 
beaches and the streets. 
The neon fashions do not rest "Santa Fe" look, which is geared 
easilyupon every shopper's shoul- towards softer, faded neon colors. 
ders, however. Steve Dunn, a They will still be bright, but not 
junior at the University of New as,fluorescent," Morton says. The 
Hampshire as well as an avid ski" new colors corning ou~ for next 
and· surffan, does not like the neon year's ski season are also moving 
trends at all. - awayfrornflorescentandarelean-
But this shopping trip is going 
to be like no other. Unsuspecting 
browsers may go into culture 
shock when they find that The 
Lodge has been transfo:rmed from 
the casual, New England-style 
shop into a psychedelic ocean of 
screaming neon colors. 
"No matter where you go, 
somebody has it on their body," 
said The Lodge manager Merle 
McHugh. "Whetherit'sabaseball 
hat, shoelaces or a swimsuit, it's 
there somewhere." 
"I hate neon," said Dunn em- ingtowardsthejeweltones, which 
phatically. "Skiing isn't a fashion include jade and purple. Also, 
show. What ever happened to the tangerines and golds will bl: seen, 
good ol' days of red and navy two colors currently popular on 
blue?" the West Coast. 
Those who agree with Dunn While it is predicted that the 
Th~-large windows displaying 
the spring fashions at the store 
give off a constant, bright glow. 
Hot pink, bright orange, piercing 
yellow a~d lime green is all that 
can be seen throughout most of 
the store. Pullover jack~s, base-
ball hats, shoela~es, T-shirts, sun 
dresses- almost everything is 
neon. 
"Neon skiwear was the fastest 
selling in skiwear this season," · 
Morton said. 
Much of the popularity of the 
eye-catching neons can be attrib-
uted to the big skiwear manufac-
turers because it is all they are 
producing. Karen Reynolds, 
managerofTheSki Shed in Hamp-
ton Beach, said that trend-setting 
manufacturers such as CB, Ober-
meyer, Lutah, and Nevica carried 
full lines of neon and believes this 
had a great impact on the slope-
side fashions. 
Although neon is the hot fash-
~on trend this spring, it does not 
appeal to everytaste. Many claim 
that the neons are most popular 
with the 9 to 25 years olds. The 
majority of older shoppers simply 
should not worry about the neon . neon trend will eventually make 
brights being around forever. its way out of the fashion focus, 
According to Morton, who at- neonisstillthehotitemthisspring. 
tendedanactivesportswearshow You should probably keep your 
in Atlantic City about six months sunglasses handy, just in case you 
ago, the neon trend isalreadystart- are blinded by the bright. 
do not find the neons appealing 
because they "feel too.old in this · 
stuff." 
"The brights are still for the 
yo·unger groups," said Karen 
Reynolds. "Then they settle down 
and have kids and they are getting --~ 
"I can't believe this · is · The 
Lodge ... in. day glo," . customers 
comment. ''You'd better get your 
sunglasses out," others a_dd. This 
advice of ~doming sunglasses 
"We have d~finitely come 
away from the CB navy and red," 
Reynolds said. 
· the neon for their kids." -t------ · 
Always Accessible assistant 
manager, Heather Barklay, states 
that the Vuarnet neon splash t-
shirts are the most popular item in . 
her store this spring, especially 
with _the younger teenagers . 
. should not be ignored, because 
neon _fa~biqri is· the ~ay to go this 
spring. 
The neon craze a~tually started 
. two years ./lgO on the West coast 
when fashion . designers began 
adding the neon brights as an 
· These blinding colors have also 
found their way into the casual 
wear line of fashion and it is here· 
that the neons are most visible. 
_From accessory shops carrying 
neon earrings and sunglasses, to 
the boys department in Filene's 
"Kids like neon. Kids want 
cool things like Vt.iamet t-shirts 
with funky, wil~ . colors on it," 
Greta Garbo 
dies at 84 
New York-Greta Garbo, the elusive star of some of 
Hollywood's most memorable romantic movies of the 
1930' sand a SO-year focus of curiosity and ,myth, died 
Sunday at New York Hospital. She was 84 years old. 
A hospital spokesman, Andrew Banoff, saying he was 
·respecting the. wishes of the family, provided no de-
tails of her death, and said services would be private. 
Poverty r~te up 
for the very young 
Washington -At a time when poverty is on the decline 
among all other age groups in the United States, the 
poverty rate for children under 6 years of age is rising, 
an analysis of Federal population figures shows. Nearly 
oneofevery four children under 6 in the nation is poor, 
says a report released yesterday by a research center at 
Columbia University. The reasons for the increased 
include a growing number of single teen-age mothers, 
young, two-parent families, and a shortage of afford-
able day care for young parents who could get low-
paying jobs. 
Ibuprofen found to . 
cause kidney trouble 
Philidelphia (AP) - The_ popular pain reliever ibuprofen 
can cause kidney failure in people with mild kidney djs-
ease, according to a new study. A three-year study on the 
drug was reported April 15 in the journal Annals of Inter-
nal Medicine. In an editorial, two scientists urged the Food 
and Drug Administration to strengthen the drug's warn-
ing label, to urge consumer's "with any serious condition" 
to consult their doctors before using the drug. 
Army proposes cuts in 
troops in savings move 
Washington - Responding to increased pressure to reduce 
the ·Pentagon budget, the Army has proposed cutting its 
active forces more than had announced it would. The 
proposal, in a memorandum on the Army's proposed 
spending in 1992-97,expandsa plan announced in January 
to cut active forces to 630,000 people from 764,000. The new · 
plan would cut the number by 50,000 more, to 580,000 by 
1997,a total reduction in troops of about one-fourth. 
More women fail to 
survive he~rt surgery 
· Los Angeles - Women who have bypass surgery for 
heart disease are much sicker and slightly older than 
men who have the surgery, researchers said Sunday, 
adding that the finding could explain why those women 
were more likely to die as a · result. The study, pub-
lished Sunday in The Annals of Internal Medicine, 
found a bias against referring women for bypass sur-
gery, said Dr. Steven S. Kahn, who conducted the 
research with colleagues at the Cedars-Sinai Medical 
Center in Los Angeles. 
· Senators go out of 
state for contributions 
Washingto~ - More than half the senators seeking re-
election this year are financing their campaigns largely 
from outside their home states, in a profound change 
from the traditional practice of politicians' relying on 
their constituents for contributions. As senators spend 
more and more on television commercials, many 
find that their home states lack a large pool of well-off 
donors willing to give the maximum $1,000 per elec-
. tion. The increasing reliance on outside money shows 
the growing nationalization of Senate races. 
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Desmarais · gives 
. ' 
endorsement to 
McCabe and Elek 
By Colleen Marquis 
Mike Desmarais and Chris 
Sterndale will soon have to vacate 
the office of student body presi-
dent and vice president and let 
two newcomers take over. While_ 
student voters may still be won-
dering who theywill vote for, Des-
marais has already given the sub-
ject of his successor plenty of 
thought. · 
· Brian McCabe and Ann-Marie 
Elekhaveearned the endorsement . 
of Desmarais. His reasons for 
endorsing the McCabe/Elek ticket 
stem from his close involvement 
with the pair all year. 
,;Brian is an excellent SAFO 
· businessManagerand is dedicated 
· to student organizations," he said; 
Elek worked with Sterndale and 
Desmarais all year as their execu-
tive assistant. "You could almost 
call her a workaholic," _he said. 
other candidates he cites the need 
for a good balance between the 
two. "Kim Varney is an outstand-
ing candidate," he says of the 
Dalton/Varney ticket, 
11 and Dalton is a good candidate 
but not a proven leader, he is not 
as strong as Brian for a student 
body president." 
As for the Spartichino /Seale 
ticket, Desmarais doesn't question 
that Spartichino is involved. "Ies 
good to see involvement anywhere~ · 
whether I agree with it or hot," he· 
said : He disagrees with 
Spartichino' s involvement in a suit 
against the trustees because "it's 
notthe bestthing for the students." 
He cited Seale's, "lack of involve-
ment, dedication and experience" 
as the major weaknesses of the 
Spartichino /Seale ticket. "Seale is 
a last minute candidate and this is 
something that needs to bethought 
about," he said. · 
to clean up College Brook 
Sterndale has yet to decide 
which ticket deserves his support, 
but said he will make a decision 
before the polls close on Wednes-
day evening. · 
Desmarais says he is very 
impressed with the platform of 
the McCabe/Elek team. 
Desmarais said the McCabe/ 
Elek ticket are realistic about the 
money problems. "Theytalkabout 
things that will not cos~ them," he, 
said. He mentioned the ideas of a 
diversity general education r~-
quirement and the possibility ·~'{ 
another student trustee. He says 
By John Doherty 
George Kinnear has issued 
UNH a challenge. In an article in 
last Sunday's New Hampshire 
Weekly section of The Boston Globe 
, the UNH interim president said 
he wanted to involve "every stu-
dent on campus" in a proposed 
clean-up of College Brook. 
Kinnear became aware of the 
pollution of the stream that twists 
through campus and behind Th-
ompson Hall whenhetooka w~lk 
down there. 
,;I went down the ravine with 
the great expectation that I would 
find ·frogs and minnows and the 
-other things I ass~ciate with a 
stream of flowing water," said 
Kinnear. '1nstead I saw absolutely 
dead looking algae and other 
forms oflife that were not interest-
ing or pleasant." 
College Brook flows past the 
incinerator where ash is dumped 
into it. Petergents from the fire 
slation also enter the brook where ' 
it passe~ behind the.station. 
- Kinnear intends to make 
College Brook · the flagship of 
UNH' s environmental involve-
ment. 
"If we can't save our own 
brook, we can't meet the challenge 
of providing environmental lead-
ership," said Kinnear in the Globe 
article. · 
Kinnear believes the large 
English profs · 
welcome Pulitzer 
.winner home 
By Michelle Adam 
Charles Simic, UNH English 
teacher . and winner of the 1990 
Pulitzer Prize of Poetry on Thurs-
day, described the h9nor as a three-
day wonder. 
He received 70telephonecalls 
frnm congratulatory friends and 
admirers between noon and 8 p.m. 
Friday. 
Simic received the Pulitzer 
Prize .for his book, The World 
Doesn't End. a collection of 70 
poems. 
He described the Pulitzer 
Prize as the most prestigious liter-
ary award in the country. He was 
nominated two times before, but 
never won. 
He has also been the recipi- · 
ent of the Edgar Allan Poe award, 
the Guggenheim Fellowship and 
a fellowship from the McCarther 
Foundation. _ 
Simic' s poetry has been de- · 
scribed by other literary peers as 
original' and brilliant. 
Mekeel McBride, English 
teacher and Simic's teaching col-
leagueofpoetryat UNH, describes 
Simic as a first-rate poet. 
Simic was one of her favorite 
poets before she came to teach in 
1979. She was surprised when he 
asked her to be his te~ching col-
league of poetry. 
20 years ago, he was as good 
as he is now, she said. "He can 
take a common ~bject like a fork 
and come up with miraculous · -
images," she said. 
McBride described Simic as 
humble, down to earth, hilarious 
and a genius. '1 leam alot from his 
willingness to take risks," she said. 
McBride often rereads Simic' s 
1~ books of poetry. "All I have to 
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amount of interest and participa-
tion in Earth Day projects shows a 
deep concern in the. community 
for environmental issues. A cam-
pus-wide environmental pro-
gram, claims Kinnear, would es-
tablish UNH as an environmental 
leader . . N · ., 
"I would fike to thi~k we' re 
going to attract additional research 
grants that will help to provide 
additional resources once we get 
identified as the university that is 
taking the environmental issues 
on, on-a campus-wide basis," saiq_ 
Kinnear. 
Kinnear said that action must 
be taken quickly. If a project to 
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''They offer the best possible 
solutionto the budget problems," 
he said, referring to their proposed 
tuition cap. "fhe budget is the key 
issue next year," he Sq.id, and 
pointed out the involvement of 
the two with the budget issue all 
year. 
"They have been there the 
whole time and I have seen them 
in action. I could count on them 
for ideas" He says the tuition cap 
idea "indicates the initiative they 
are taking in looking for possible 
solutions 
When discussing the 
strengths and weaknesses of the 
· the Dalton/Varney ticket, "offers 
nothlng n€!W." 
Sterndale ad-mits to not fol.;, 
lowing the campaign closely 
enough. ''The platforms alone e;1re 
not worthy of my campa~gn assis- _. 
tance," he said. "I'rri not saying 
none are worthy of holding the 
office." 
Sterndale said he will vote . · 
but doesn't feel strongly.yet, "By 
Wednesday at 6:00 p.m. I will feel 
stronglyand I will vote." He added 
he will not necessarily vote for 
whoever Des·marais votes tor. 
UNH poetry professor and recent Pulitzer Prize winner Charles Simic takes a moment to relax after what 
he describes as a "three-day wonder'' (Mike Pamham, photo). 
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NeW library system will mean more books 
Purchasing system will use limited funds more efficiently 
By Tracy Springberry It's Ross' job to improve the 
Some people talk about Di- collections at Dimond Library.It's 
mond Library calmly, their voices not an easy job. 
controlled, regular, ~s if they re- For a university of its size, 
peat these atrocities often and with·its programs, UNH' s library 
have learned anger is a useless is small. In 1987-88 UNH spent 
exercise. Others speak excitedly, $1,405,250 on books and periodi-
as if the frustration of those long, cals. This was $350,000 less than 
dreary and futile searches still University of Vermont and 
prick their skin. '$500,000 less than University of 
Sam Smith, professor of ani- Rhode Island, two of UNH' speer 
mal and nutrition science, speaks universities. 
with frustration. "Library budg- A healthy university library 
ets have been slashed horribly," budget should be 6% of the total 
he says. ''The books in many ar- universitybudget. UNH'sis3.3%. 
eas of animal and nutrition sci- And whiletheUNHadmini-
ence are just not complete. I have stration has realized it needs to 
gi~en the collection development make more of a commitment to 
massive lists of what would be the library and while it has in.-
nice to have, but book prices are creased the acquisition budget 
escalating. They cost between $50 slightly in 1988-89 and 1989-90, 
and $150 per book. We get these it's not nearly enough, because 
ultimatums from the library that_ inflation eats the library's buying 
we have to cut costs." power. In 1986 the average price 
The library has canceled 56 of an academic book was $33.60. 
journals important to the animal In 1990 the average price is a little 
science department since 1981. over $40. 
· Smith has resorted to opening his Some periodical prices are 
personal library 'for students increasing at 30 to 40 percent per 
which he designs to complement year. For example, Journal of 
the library's collection. Personality Assessment cost $80 
Deborah Winslow, associate in 1989 and $160 in 1990. If the 
,professor of anthropology, speaks _ library has commitment to a jour-
, calmly~ She is soft spoken, but nal they must pay the higher 
: direct. and earnest. "Anthropol- prices each year. That money has 
· ogy is lacking some of the basic to come from somewhere, and it 
works in the field," she says. "We usually comes form the book 
do not have enough money to budget. For a while-90 percent of 
keeR.up with the output of work. · :tth~ acquisition budget was spent . 
ThE!Iibrary'sblanketordersdon't 1 .in jour,nals,,, The library reme-:" 
, . include major presses in anthro- died that situation by cancelling 
pology, and $1,000 a year doesn't journals, and now they spent 75 
· _ make it possible to make up the percent of their money on them. 
gap." Of course, cutting journals 
Two years ago, she chaired isn't making the library better. 
the library senate committee and This tactic is hard for the sciences 
. · wrote a _teport about the state of especially, because they depend 
.the library after its quality had on journals for the most up-to-
eroded so badly that the Student date work. But only spending 10 
· Senate passed a resolution and percent or even 25 percent on· 
hundreds of faculty signed peti- books is bad for the humanities 
tions calling for a better library. and social sciences who depend 
_Now she says carefully, "I think onbooksfortheirimportantwork. 
it's going to improve." As Ross walks through the 
Dick Ross has been head of library he lists his dreams. 
collection development at Di- He wants to increase the pe-
. mondsincelastApril. Heisquiet riodicals holdings from 6,300 to 
usually, but gets visibly excited at 8,500 titles. 
the. mention of the latest library He wants to broaden and 
technology. deepen the humanities collection. 
"It's not fair to send students He wants the Boston Globe 
out into the real world without on microfilm back to 1960. 
knowledge of the latest technol- He wants to close the large 
ogy. What are we teaching if we embarrassing gaps in the library's 
don't have the latest ways to ac- . collection. 
cess information? We are not For example, UNH profes-
teachingthemhowtogetalongin sor emeritus Donald Murray has 
the real world.", won the_Pulitzer prize, is known 
He lists his qualifications as nationally for his teaching of 
if he is in a job interview, reiterat- writing theory and has published 
ing that he is qualified - a histo- 19 books. Dimond carries only 
rian finishing a Ph.D. from Bos- two. · They have the 1968 version 
ton College, a Library Science of A Writer Teaches Writing, the 
degree from Simmqns College, book that made him a name in 
head collections librarian at writing theory. They have the 
Lowell University where "I book because Murray gave it to 
helped install a major new com- them. They · do not carry the 
puter system. When I was at completely revised 1985 edition. 
Northeastern University I got into There is no systematic way 
technicallibrarianshipasthehead to find holes in the collection like 
of the suburban college campus this one. They are found by un-
library system. So I bring to this pleasant accidents - -students 
position both technical expertise and faculty doing a term pa per of 
and a humanities, social science a thesis or a lecture and discover-
background;" 
· ing thatthe library has no, or very it go further. With this in mind, · 
few, books or journals on subjects Ross is ending the old blanket 
such as cross-cultural psychology. approval plan where the library 
The library receives all the gets all the books from a list of 
books from 132universitypresses, university presses, and is chang-
but not every book important to · ing to a subject-driven approval 
every discipline is carried by these plan. 
presses, so each department gets Under the -subject-driven 
"free funds" to fill in the gaps. plan, the iibrary gets books by 
· Each department develops a subject, not by the publisher. The 
way to spend its funds. Some use library develops a profile of the 
first come. first served methods, kind of books it wants based on 
so fast-acting faculty get their the programs the university offers 
"ooks ordered for the library, and on the library budget. They 
while their slower colleagues' give the profile to a vendor, and 
subjects languish. Other depart- the vendor selects the books from · 
ments divide the money per fac- both university and trade presses. 
ulty, orlet library representatives The librarians and faculty decide 
make the decisions. if the books sent are the books the 
"I try to be as systematic as library wants; if not, the library 
possible, but it's difficult." says returns them. 
Elizabeth Hageman, the English • With this plan, Ross hopes 
department's library representa- the library will get a larger range _ 
tive. She cited a recent slip-up of books for the same money, and 
when books by Murray were not that this system will pre-empt 
ordered. someofthebooksthefacultywere 
"Somebody missed that," purchasing with "free fund" 
Hageman said. "Since Murray is money, so their money will go 
not published by university further. 
presses, and sp is not covered by . Ross sits at his desk, leaning 
the blanket orders, some human back and rolling a pencil between 
being has to notice that gap." his hands. The bookshelf behind . 
OneofRoss' projects has been his desk is cluttered with file fold-
to create a system which will pro- ers and books with titles like 
videhumanstonoticethosegaps. "Living With Books" and "Buy-
Now each librarian is respon- ing Books.Where-Selling Books 
sible for a group of subjects. The Where." He is talking about other 
librarian acts as a liaison between · ways to make money go further. 
faculty and the dibi;ary. , In ·,their . •. : ·~· .. ,/tV+./.e are a~ways, on-the ou~- · 
·areas, lilfJ,rarians·· notice -whaf is · - look for gifts," Ross said.' ''For 
being ordered, what is being example, there's a man who has a 
taught, and what is being pub- major collection on Japanese and 
lished. They also have the a_ssis- Far Eastern works. He wanted to 
tance of a new computer program - give it to Harvard( but Harvard 
that can compare UNH's collec- alreadyhasmanyoftheworks,so 
tions with other collections. In the we'll take a look at it and see if it . 
past, comparisons could only be wouldcomplimentourcollection, 
done with paper lists. and see if we are · interested in 
Over ~ime ,the librarian 1iai- . 11.egotiating for them.". 
sons will kno·w the weaknesses Ross adds, "If the faculty and 
and strengths of the subjects in studentskeeprequestingthesame 
the collection and be able to .make kinds of things and we notice we 
and advise ordering decisions. have holes, we can go to the auc-
Faculty will still order what they tion houses to buy books," he says. 
feel the library needs, but one "Somet1mes there will be a notice 
person will be responsible for the that someone is selling a library 
cohesiveness of the collection. with 25,000 to 30,000 books in a 
Unfortunately,eachlibrarian particular.field. We could buy the 
has many subjects, so it under- whole library, . if we have the 
mines their effectiveness. Larger money." ~ 
libraries hire librarians who do So the" conversation comes 
nothing but -develop collections back to money. 
for one subject. University of MoneyisRuthKatz'sjob.She 
Massachusetts has a librarian who . is the head librarian at Dimond 
only maintains the South and Library. She shakes hands firmly 
Central Ameri~a collections. But, and speaks vigorously about the 
asHagemansays, "there's noway library's problems and their solu-
we could hire someone at $.30 ,000 tions. 
a year to just oversee the English "If we could just get $2 mil-
collection. That would be almost lion a year plus inflation for mate-
our whole budget." rials we could cope,". she says. "If 
Which brings us back to someone comes to me and acts 
money. like we don't know the library is in 
Rosscan'tconjureupmoney, bad shape I get huffy. We know 
buthedoeslookforwaystomake we have a ways to go." 
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NEWMARKET STORAGE 
"Store Your Stuff With Us" 
Mini-Bins, outside and inside 
vehicle storage. 
SPECIAL PRICE UNH 
SUMMER STORAGE 
11111fp AVAILABLE 
133 Exeter Rd. ~ 




· Whittemore School of 
Business sweatshirts. Gray _ 
w/ blue lettering. Large & 
X-Large. $20 deposit w/ 
order --$15 upon delivery. 
See LeeAnn In Devine 222or 
details. Great gifts for 





FREE & CONFIDENTIAL . 
pregnancy testing 
couseling &. in(onnation 
practical support · We Care! 
HOTLINE 749~4441 
90 Washington Street 




1""U $ J2 9 * 
June thru Septem_ber, 1990 
Non-stop service! Mix 'N Match! · 
Immediate Confirmations! 
GATEWAY 
· New York 
Boston 
BRITAIN _ · PARIS · 
. $129-$259 $199-$279 
$159-$249 . $219:$289 
• Each way based on round trip. Departµre taxes and fees 
($11 Eastbound and up to $20 Westbound) not included. 
Participating carriers are British Galedonian, and 
Trans Continenta l Airlines. See Tour Participant Contract 
for Details. 










2 each I 
You select from our 7 1 
delicious I 
Orient Express I 
_ _L~.:1=~~~J_!>.:~::I~_J 
Meet our chef 
directly from Peking 
Cocktails - Exotic Drinks 
Take Out 
60 Main St. Downtown Durha 
86S..:1221 
with this COl.P<)n. Expires April 30. 1990 
one spedd per coupop 
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How many licks does it take to get to the :center of , 
a Tootsie Pop? 
' "Well licks = surf~ce area o! tongue 
, · sahva secretion rate · x 
"Who cares!!!" "None, I usually just bite them." "One Bite!" 
age of tootsie pop ( +or- 2) 
Therefore the # of licks = 119.7. 
IT'S .S:tMPLE!!": •. 
, ~- Dana McArdle 
Senior -










Enter Apple's Real World ~eepstakes and you ~uldwin a week· 
· at one of these leading organizations and a Macintosh computer. 
It's easy. Just try our 
Real World Demo on a 
Macintosh~ computer to 
enter Apple's Real World 
~-/ Sweepstakes. 
· prize can really 
taRe you places. 
If you're one of 14 Grand Prize 
.1,winners, you'll get to spend a week this 
summer at the organization of your 
choice listed in this flyer. It'll be a unique 
opportunity for you to see life in the 
real world of your c~osen profession. 
You can meet ·and talk with people 
who are doing the type of work yoµo 
like to do and at the same time see how 
a leading edge, innovative organization 
uses Macintosh computers. And when you 
get home, you can use your own new 
Macintosh SE/30 to write your resume 
and follow-up letters. 
But wait, theres more. 
1here will also be 20 First Prize 
winners who will receive Macintosh SE 
computers. And 1,000 Second Prize 
win~ers who wHl get Apple~ T-shirts .. 
, Winning isn't everything. 
: - Really. 
The important thing is to come in 
and get your hands on a Macintosh today. 
Because once you do, you'll see how 
easy itis to use. And you'll begin.to 
understand how much one could do for , 
you now, while you're in school 
. You can use it to organize your, 
research. Chart your data. Refine your 
ideas and present them in a way that · 
truly reflects your brilliance. 
You'll appreciate the value of a · 
Macintosh computer after you leave cam- . 
pus and head out into the real world, too. 
To write, analyze, organize and present 
· your ideas. But don't take our word for it. 
Come in, try a Macintosh and see for your-
self And if you wl_n the Grand Prize, you'll 
be seeing the real world sooner 
•·,f~ts:1 than you think . .. ,·::i_:.., 
/ For more details corrle to the 
University Technology Center. 
. ' U N I _V E R S I T ·Y 
C 1990 ApplD campala', lac. Apple loso, Uld Macintmh ae repllnd tndammb ~ Apple Campllllr, Inc. 
Technolog. y Center 
Thompson Hall, 14A 
. _ M-F, 9:00 a.m. -·3:00 p.m. 
(603) 862-1328 -~- N.H. (800) 245-7773 
' . . I .-'• 
\ . /• 
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WOTE TODAY.! 
Kenneth Anderson recently ieceived an AAAS chemistry award (Mike .Parnham, photo). 
Andersen wins national award . .. - '"' , 
Chemistry prof has loved science since his chil_dhood 
By Terri Danisevich nitroglycerin and fireworks. In 
Kenneth Andersen, a UNH the 7th grade, he added, he took a 
professor of chemistry, was re- triptothehospitalafterafirework 
cently named a Fellow of the . mishap burned his hair and eye-
American Association for the brows. 
Advancement of Science at its "I was sort of a hero," said 
annual meeting. Andersen. '1t was a macho thing 
Andersonwashonoredalong to do as a skinny little kid." 
with 36 other chemists from After graduating from 
a.found the nation "whose efforts Rutgers University, Andersen 
on behalf of the advancement of completed his Ph.D. at the Uni-
science or its_applications ar~ ~ci- . ~ ersity 9f Minnesota. f-!e cho~e.to 
e~tific~l_ly or sociapy d!st_in-, ·JiJO,Ilceritrate ii) orga}'.liF.Che!fliStry 
guished." . . '·. because,· as<cin uridergtadu~te, he 
Both a professor anq re- found it "the most exciting area." 
se_archer, Andersen, who. has "Organic chemists," said 
taught at UNH for thirty years, Andersen, "make the most inter- ·-
h~s been interested in chemistry" esting things." Anderson himself 
sipce the 6th grade." At that time, made an interesting, nationally 
Re _said, aspiring scientists eould publicized discovery about 15 
"b~y things that professional years ago when he isolated the 
ch~mists today are unable to get main component of skunk mu* 
their hands on." and found it to be a bit different 
. As a ·young chemist, An-, from what had been published in 
dersen said he had tried to make 
books for almost a hundred years. 
Skunk musk is that odoriferous 
essence so characteristic of that 
bushy-tailed mammal. 
According to Andersen, the 
ingredient, a type of thiol, was 
reportedly misidentified back 
around 1896. And although it was 
never positively identified, over 
the next few years textbooks even-
tually accepted the information as 
accurate.1l Conse,quently, . it had , 
never been challenged. . .. . 
Andersen still actively re-
_sear.ches organic sulfur chemistry. 
He is currently st1,1dying a new 
kind of amino acid formed in irra-
diated food. Ir~adiation provides 
an effective method for preserv-
ing food by killing organisms. The 
process, however, may form harm· 
ful chemicals that could just possi-
bly ruih an unsuspecting diner's. 
day. . 
. . . . . 
McConnellHall llan1~ 
4pn1 
. Kingbury Hall 1 lam-
4 ptn 
Ditnond Library llan1- _. 
4ptn 
Stoke Hall 11 an1-4 p111 
MUB llan1-6pn1 , .. 
. ' . 
Stillings 11 an1-l pin, ·. 
.4ptn-6pn1 - -,, 






AND APPLY FOR A JOB 
AT THE NEW HAMPSHIRE 
• I 
-MANAGING .EOITOR -PRODUCTION .ASSISTANT 
-NEWS EDITOR -G.RAPHICS ASSISTANT 
-ARTS,EDIT.OR -PH.·OTO EDITOR 
-SPORTS EDITOR -DR'IVERS 
-FORUM ,EDITOR -REPORTERS . 
. COME BY ROOM.151 IN THE MUB -......--------- OR 
CALL US - 868-·1490 
' .. 
• 1, 
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PLAN~ ·continued_ fprn,_ page 1 
. Action Plan and is working tended to strengthen, not weake:i;t. Burns-DiBiasio-said that there will . 
with Burns-DiBiasio and Vice (the university),IIK~nnear said. '. be no major substantive ch,.mges 
President of Academic Affairs Kinnear hopei to incor- . made to the document. . -
iiiiiiiiliiii~iiiiiiiiiil ■ Walter Eggers, Jo include th,e porate all changes.that seem ap-
concerns of both faculty .and stu- . propriate and publish the plan in · 
dents, Kinnear said. Kinnear said May before coJ,llmep.c:ement. · .. 
that open communication be- Bum~-DiBiasio said the 
tween the organizers of the plan · proposed changes within the plan 
and the faculty and students is before the next draft is published 
important and that the open are mainly to,clarify ·and expand 
I<innear, Burns-Di~iasio 
and Eggers will be meeting this 
.week to · go through the pfan to 
make appropriate revisions from 
the comments received·. They are · 
hoping the p~an will become pol~ . 
icy by late this spring, B,~!?S:-DiBia-
sio said. 
I was a teenage 
spandex queen 
! 
April Trenshinsky Jacobs 
I vowed I would never wear it, but then it happened. 
I passed by one of those.athletic stores stocking every name 
brand, color, size, and style of - oh you know the stuff. It's clings 
like saran wrap. It's cool. It's never supposed to go in the dryer.' 
Anyway, my friend and I saw all this spandex stuff hanging 
in the window. We are not going to give in to this, but of course 
she would have to say- "Oh, let's just go in for a minute. I'm sure 
they have some good sneakers.'' 
Believe me, the only sneakers in the place had high heels. 
Inside, the doyenne of spandex greeted us with leotards arid . 
big hair, like you know what I mean - another ounce of heavy 
spritz and she'd never need to spray again. · 
"Can I help you girls find anything?" she oozed. I must have 
sneered just a little too loudly because she mumbled something 
~bout helping us.:. 
Well of course she couldn't help us. I mean, if I were her I'd 
have been into some self-help. Really. 
So figuring nol?ody would ever find out about this ( except 
you little bunch of random-writeI_" readers) we tried on every 
clingy pair in the place. 
Well maybe only some of itwas clingy. There was just no end to 
thecombinationslcouldcreate.Atonepointlresembledamulti-
colored superman - well maybe not. 
"What a trip,." yelled my friend as she applauded het new 
self in the mirror. "Look, no shelf butt! " she screamed again. 
As for myself( and I know y9u want to hear about it), l was 
into the one-piece jobs that turned me into an aerodynamic 
wonder. Superwoman would certainly be looking to find my 
brand name. As a matter of fact, I'm s~ire I heard people cheering 
~s I left the store in an ultra-elai,ticized state. · 
Latex, Spandex, yeah· all that good stuff, never had it so 
good... . - .. 
I've been thinking about where this is all going. I'm sure, on 
the advice of my editor of course, that I should talk about men in · 
spandex ......................................... So there you have it. 
Well I guess I could talk about women in spandex. Please 
_ don't wear it to class, the laundromat, etc ... 
Actually, I could care less whe;e you .wear it~ 
Really. 
April Treshinsky Jacobs, a very-very-soon-to-be news editor for The 
l)lew Hampshire, delights in rubbing grated cheese in her hair and 
garnishing herself with radishes. She is five years ·old. 
~•·'·'·'·'·'·'·'·'·'·''·'·'·'·'·'·'·'·'·'-'.,., ... ,.,., .•. , ... , ... ~, ... ,., ....... ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,., ... ,.,.,.,., ... ,.,.,.,.,.,., . .., 
1~ NEEDT0GET' ._ '- ·11· ·· 
A MESSAGE ' we , 
0UTTOTHE . ~ 
UNH .· New Hampshire 
COMMUNITY 
? • 
is the best 
· place to start! . 
~·; 
:.
=.I.:! =~~ertising Bru:01.:lmd) o1~n!g-~t:on 
information: . 
ft -Durham, NH 03824 
~-::·: ••••••••••••••••••• w ••••••• :·:.·:·:·:·:·:·:•:·:·:··:·:·:·:~:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:•·:·:·!:;: 
meeting on March 14 was an ex- - on strategies within the plan. 
ample of that. "The plan is in-
,KINNEAR, continued from page .3 
clean up College Brook is not 
underway by next fall, the com-
mitment just isp'tthere, said Kin-
near. 
In a letter to. the editor of The 
New Hampshire, Kinnear outlined 
the next step. · 
"Consequently, I will appoint 
a special ad-hoc to plan and over-
see the re,storation of this brook to 
a condition that will support flora 
and fauna of a comparable brook ' 
in its natural uncontaminated 
state," read the letter. 
Ki_nnear · see~ environmental 
issues as a new arena in which 
UNH can distinguish itself as a 
leader. Money Kinnear calls 
"peace dividends" ·is ~eing chan-
SIMIC, continued from page 3 
neled from deflating defense · 
budgets to programs in Space, 
Education and more and more to 
environmental issues, according 
to -Kinnear. · · 
But, warns Kinnear, '1f we 
cannot save our brook, then we 
need not aspire to training na-
tional and global leaders." 
do is read his work and it makes Anthony McCann, senior been a magnet that has attracted 
me want to write and be in this English major and former student students from all over the coun-
world," she said. of Simic, said that Simic should try to UNH. 
Alan Ammann, a senior havegottenthePulitzerPrizelong Last year, a student from 
English major, waited two semes- ago. Leningrad came to UNH because 
ters before getting into Simic' s · Simic contrasts to current he knew that Simic taught here. 
poetry class. American poets who always write The student.. had studied and 
''He's popular because he about their childhood, said translated Simic's poems in the · 
makes it all right to have a little McCann. He uses startling im- Sovj.et Union. 
strangeness and have fun with ages that are crafted together, Simic's most recent pub- · 
poetry," said Ammann. instead of overwhelming the lished workis Wonderful Worlds, 
He said that Simic always r~ader with details about llimself, Silent Truth. a bookof essays on 
asks his• students to make their he added. · poetry and his memoirs. 
writing weird. "He deflates any Michael Deporte, chairperson The book indudes his memo-
. pompous· notions about writing : • . of the English Department~ pro- ries of growing up during World 
and poetry," said Ammann. ''He fessor, and friend of Simic, sai~ ' War II in Yugoslavia. It also de-
brings poetry d,i:>wn to earth." thatWinningthePulitzerPrizeisa -· scribes his move to the United 
Simic writes with a foreign terrific thing for everybody. · States and his short life as a 
accent and a sense of medieval Deporte said that Simic has · painter. 
magic, Ammann added . . 
. .1·· 
' . 
~--.,,•- •,.-rt•~-- .- ~••-,.,~··••••,,.,..,, _r..-., ... - •,-.. ,, • •, - - ·· •• • - • ••,·•- ,• - • -• - - •• - •• - •- •• -- - , .. , - ,-.--••- • - •- "• -·- •,-•• - ·, _.,,, ,- , ,- -.•- •• - ,,.- • -, :,,~ '►, "- - - --- • - -- - - • --- • · - ·- - · - -• - - - · - --- ·- - - •- --· - -- ··----- - ·- 1t.a,>\l'l-.,lfC, llii;IE;~--lt5r'~f"oMsi!l,'i:f..·11ir , J• •!J-. 'llt•-.;~••t ilt\/, IF·,, ... liW,1-,,,.-,.-:-~Wfil""'llli',._~"M',--;>Na;;a;,!,lll:.-.,~ ,i,lf'"-"',:l!s'lj';~;«,' '.llia>IL 1fc ·- ;,'.-ic'4k'1tltf~lll,~:. l!.1!!fZili>,ll>fu:.', 
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Michael Kell et of the Wilderness Society and UNH professor ted Howard participate in a recent forestry 
forum (Mike Pamham, photo). 
FOrestry·topics addressed in forum 
Representatives of various viewpoints discuss hypothetical situations 
I . . 
By Se~n Carroll discussed wereclearcutting, toxic James River Paper Company, 
The UNH Earth Day Com- waste sites, multiple use theories, pointed out, "We support our 
mittee spcmsored a Forestry Fo- . and public versus private owner- entire county. If The James River 
rum ~ast Thursday as part of the ship of woodlands. Company went out of business, 
mo11*-longcelebrationleadingto While opinions and ideas the county would collapse." He 
to the 20th annual Earth Day cele- varied drastically from the lum- explained that not only would aU 
bration. The panel chosen by the ber industry to the preservation- their employees suffer, but so 
committeewas composed of nine , ists,allgroupsagreed that the ideal would the entire region's support 
experts from the field of fore~try. goal was to keep the lands in for- industries. Making idealistic 
The viewpoints represented est to avoid allowing the wood- ·changes in their company's poli-
ranged from extreme preserva~ lands to fall into the hands of cies would be foolish because the 
tionists,_ r,ep~se~t~ b.Y the Earth ._ . developers. . Although this was .. comp~ny is already in. econ0mic: • ... 
First.~cti"!s~s, to the other side of ·. , . the.;general consensus, eackgmup ·. ; dire .straights. • · 
the-coip, .as_:Fepresentep. by th~ ,-had a different idea of what was Professor Ted Hqward, -rep- ,' 
James River Paper Company. needed to solve the problems .as- resenting the .economic side of 
Included in the panel were two sociat'ed withstriking a good bal- UNH'sForestResourcesprogram, 
members of UNH's Forest Re- ance between use and preserva- summed up the dilemma best, 
source Department, Professors tion. . . _ . saying that ~hile _there are many 
Ted!Howard and Tat Smitn. EarthFirstrepresentative,Jeff ecologicalconcerns, ''wealsohave 
'. The panel was moderated by Elliott, leveled some'heavy accu- to live in the real world, by the 
David Harrigan, who presented sations against the paper and log- dictates of the market econ,omy." 
the panel with various hypotheti- ging industries. He said that their Very little was resolved at the 
cal situations involving a 100,000 practice of clearcuttingvasttracts · panel, but students and area resi-
acr~ lot of woodland coming up of land extinguishes species and dents got a chance to hear elo-
for sale on the open market. Each . damages the forests and the env_i- quent s~akers from all points of 
group was given a chance to give ronment at large. Yet as Brad . view represent themselves and 
their group' sopinionon how such Wyman, the representative for The · their positions. 
land. wo'l,lld be manag¢. Issues 
Got a list off omplaints1 
Write a letter to the. 
Editor. 
The New;, .· 
,. t . , · ' . · , l · 
\ ~ampshife i§' 
always ,~oking, 
(or good _.·· · · 
reporters 
Stop by Rm. 151 in the 
MUB for more info~ 
Don'tj~t 
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'Tencf Our (jarcfen of :Frienclship 
at the Durham Red Cross 
'Budmobi[e 
April 16-20 12-5 MUB 
Need a place to live? Need Help? .Need to find something? 
Got something to say? Got something to -sell? Put it in-
THE -NEW HAMPSHIRE CLASSIFIEDS! 
AND LET THE CAMPUS HEAR YOU!! 
· (Just fill out this form and bring it to the Advertising 
Office,Rm.ll0B-, MUB, it's that EASY!) 
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':'·t .>_,... . , 
The victorious team of Civil Engineering students pose with their 
winning concrete canoe. . . 
Civvies conquer 
colleges . in 
concrete· canoe 
By Carol Kadlec 
Students of the UNH Civil 
Engineering Departme.nt 
paddled their way to victory 
April 7 in a concrete canoe. 
The.. UNH students won all 
six races they entered and took 
the award for the best looking 
canoe in the Northeast Region-
als hosted by the University of 
Massachusetts. 
UNH beat 13 schools at the 
regionals, including Tufts, MIT 
and the University of Vermont. 
The victory qualified the stu-
dents for the national competi-
tion to be held in Buffalo:. NY 
this summer. Paddlers for UNH 
were Kristen Patneaude, Laura 
Doane, Will Haskell and Sean 
Witty. 
The competition consisted 
of both long and short course 
races paddled by both men and 
women. Dan Daudier and Kris-
ten Patneaude, both seniors in 
the Civil Engineering Depart-
ment, are the building coordi-
nators of the 1990 canoe. The 
project is generally overseen by 
faculty members of the depart-
ment, but is essentially student-
ruri, according to Wally Mosher, 
a junior in the Civil Engineering 
Department. 
The competition is spon-
sored by The American Society 
of Civil Engineering Master 
Builders and the American 
Concrete Institute, said Daudier. 
According to Patneaude, 
approximately 550 man hours 
were spent constructing and fin-
ish_ing the canoe for the compe-
tition. Constructing the canoe 
was a lot of hard work, said 
Daudier and Patneaude. "We 
haven't had a free weekend in 
10 weeks," added Daudier. 
The canoe is 18 feet long 
and weighs 145 pounds. "It 
looks just like a normal canoe," 
said Daudier. 
The canoe's attractive ap-
pearance drew a crowd of ad-
mirers at the regionals, said 
Daudier. 
Constructed out of a thin fi-
berglass mold, wire mesh for 
structure and one quarter inch 
layer of cement, it was the light-
est and thinnest canoe at the 
regionals, according to Mosher. 
Mosher helped work on the 
canoe and did a majority of the 
writing for the technical report 
describing it. 
To finance the canoe's con-
struction and the students'. trip 
to the nationals, the students 
have to rely on donations of 
materials as well as money from 
the Civil Engineering Depart-
ment. "I don't think we got any 
monetary support directly from 
the university," said Daudier. 
Mosher said that the UNH 
Civil Engineering Department 
~-, has raced their concrete. canoes 
~for approximately 14 years. said 
Mosher. UNH has competed in 
the nationals for the last three 
years. In 1988, UNH placed sec-
ond and in 1989, they placed 
third, said Patneaude. 
The race started out as a 
white water race, according to 
Patneaude, who has b·een racing 
for the last three years. Two 
years ago it was changed to a flat 
water race. · 
"From a.design stand point, 
it's a challenge," said Mosher. 
Building a canoe that is sup-
posed to be mobile and easily 
maneuvered out of a stable ma-
terial like concrete presents a 
challenge, he added. 
Although they won the 
regionals, Patneaude is a bit dis-
couraged about the. upcoming 
. nationals. "Our canoe looked 
good at the regionals," she said, 
· ''but it will be average at the 
nationals." 
Requirements for the na-
tionals are . also a bit different 
than the regionals, according to 
John Ingwersen, junior civil en-
gineering student. The region-
als were quite relaxed, he said. 
For the nationals, the team will 
need a technical report, a pos-
terboard presentation and an 
oral presentation. These things 
will be judged as well as the 
appearance and speed of the 
canoe, he added. 
Patneaude and Daudier 
said their victory was due in 
part to the way the wire mesh 
was. tied to the mold. This win-
ning technique will hopefully 
get them first place at the na-
tionals. 





lf'n I'd voted for them other guys, 
I wouldn't _be picking weeds for a . 
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The Red Hot Chili Peppers 
MAX CREEK 
The Kinks ·· 
All These Shows--No Help 
, . 




· ·work on one of these great shows 
and see the show for f reel 
Meeting Wednesday April 18,. 1990 
· 7:30 p.m. Hamilton Smith Room 214 · 
GAY, LESBIAN, BISEXUAL AWARENESS WEEK 
Monday, April 16 
• "The Life and Times of HoNey Milk:' 
Carroll Room, MUB 12 noon 
· -- · • Homosexuality and Psychology 
Poul Cody, Ph.D., Counseling Center 
Babcock, 8:30 
Tuesday, April 17 
• Parents of Goy Children 
Mcloughlin Holl 7 p.m . . 
• Goy and Lesbian Panel 
Scott Holl 7 p .m . 
Wednesday, April 18 
• Blue Jeans Doy 
"Show your support by wearing your jeans. " 
• Homosexuality & Religion 
Fairchild , 8:00 
• "Out in Suburbia " 
A film about issues in the Lesbian culture 
Carroll Room ,MUB 12 noon 
G 
LesBian 
• Goy Culture: Athletes and Artists 
Peter Welch, M.A., Health Services, Gibbs Holl 7 p .m . 
Thursday, April 19 
• Lesbian Mothers 
. Devin~ Main Lounge, 6:30 p .m . 
- • Substance Abuse Recovery for Gays and Lesbians 
WES, Substance Abuse Counselor, Performing Artist 
Health SeNices Conference Room, l p .m. 
• "Torch Song Trilogy", Eaton House, 9 p .m. 
Friday, April 20 
• "Torch Song Trilogy" 
Carroll Room, MUB 12 noon 
• WES, PERFORMING ARTiST 
"A Winning Voice in the NighF: Eric Shepard 
Special to the Journal News 
THE NICHE Coffeehouse 
Devine Holl 8 p.m. 
• For information regarding Goy, Lesbian , & Bisexual 
support groups for students, faculty , and staff mem-








8 wareness Week 
.... , . 
I 
- UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE Health Education . Resi¢iential Programs 
EMERGENCY 
STORE CLOSING 
DOWNTOWN DURHAM ONLY 
FAMOUS NAME FASHIONS: 
Ocean Pacific - Levi - Generra -
Sunset Blues - Marika - Jockey -
Vaurnet ~ Jordache 
outerwear · 
values to $145 
NOW · $39 
JUS1 · ----
Ra, ns\ \cKers 
va\ues to$'\ 8-95 
$7 .50 to $9.45 
AEROBIC WEAR 
tights-trunks-tanks-leotards 
$3 TO $16 ~:1~;~ 
JEANS 
by Sunset Blues, Levi 501 & 505 · 
$10 TO $13 ~i1~:~ 
SWEATS 
~ Top & bottoms 
~~\.."< $7 95 values 
Qr-. • to $15 
SWEATERS 
No'l'l $1 Q values 
ff\OW\ · . · to $75 
SHIRTS. 
Ki nits-Sport shirts- Chamois- T-Necks 
$5 TO $18 ~i1~;~ 
SLACKS 
corduroy-chinos-cotton 






*Some Intermediate Markdowns 
Taken. Discounts are off of 
Stuart Shaines Inc. comparable 
prices and does not represent 
sales of list pric~s Which are 
provided only as a source for 
consumer comparison. 
*Cash & Major Bankcards honored 
* All sales are final. No layaways. 
* Alterations are not offered during 
this sale event. 
50 Main Street 
Downtown Durham 
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TASk Tip of the Week 
Concentrate while you study -- this could 
cut your study time in hal( Remember, 
you are in control of y~ur attention. 
Music 
Workshop 
June 11-June 30 
German Study in Augsblll'I 
May 14-July 31 . J_ . 
Hebrew Study in Israel 
May 21-June 13 
Session I - June 4 to July 6 
Session II - July 9 to August 10 
Information, catalog and application: 
Brandeis University Summer School 
P.O. Box 9110 Waltham, MA 02254-9110 
( 617) 736-3424 
~ 
,,, Rocks to Reggae .. :l \ .},,; 
Thursdays, 6 - 8 p.m. and Sundays, 1 - 3 p.m. _ 
ln_na Rub A Dub Stylee, featuring classics and the latest in _ 
Reggae and Africa:n music, with hosts Laura and Peter. 
LEARN ·~~T~ 
BARTENDt.NG 
lfilnd a good 
· summer job 
MASTER BARTEN.DER SCHOOL 
Call or [ 84 Main Street · . 
Write * Newmarket, NH 03857 








OPENING THIS SPRING 
*uNH Faculty and Staff Golf LEAGUE 
* Specializing in JUNIOR and 
BEGINNER GOLF Programs * Senior Citizen Day 1t°Ladies Day _ ·t WILDCAT GOLF SCHOOL ii 
and more... . o o 
· l,l, ,1~f,1 ill 
........ For further information call Betty or write: · · 
Rte. 108, Stagecoach Rd. 
· Durham, Nii 03824 6'59-6565 
(Located 2 miles south of UNH) 
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TECHNOLOGY SOCIETY AND VALUES(TSV) MINOR 
CMN 455 · Intro to Mass Communication 
01 TR 3:40-5 Parsons L 101 Beverly James 
02 TR 3:40-5 Parsons L 101 Beverly James 
Econ 698 The International Transfer of Technology 
University of New Hampshire 
01 MWF 1:10-2 McConnell 21 Marc Herold 
EC 635 Contemporary Conservation Issues 
01 TR 11:10-12:30 James 303 Bob Croker 
HMP 401 US Health Care Systems 
. 01 T 6:10-9 PM Ham-Smith 216 Eileen O'Neil 
02 T 6:10-9 PM Ham-Smith 216 Eileen O'Neil 
03 MW 9:40-11 Pettee 212 Lee Seidel 
Hist 521 History of Science: Space, Time and Motion . 
01 MWF 9:10-10 Horton 25 Jan Golinski 
Nursing 670 Issues in Haith Care for thr Aged 
, 01 . R 3:40-6:30 James 106 . staff 
Philosphy 424 Science, Techr1ology, and Society 
01 MWF 10:10-11 Ham-Smith 19 Val Dusek 
02 MWF 3:'10-4 Ham-Smith 19 Val Dusek 
Philosphy 447 Comp~ter Power a.nd Human Reason 
01 MWF 11:10-12 Ham-Smith 19 _ Paul McNamara 
02 MWF 2:10-3 Ham-Smith 19 Paul McNamara 
'03 TR 11 : 10-12':30 Ham-Smith 41 staff 
Technology. 583 Technological Systems 
01 MWF 1:10-2 R 4:10-5 Kingsbury 251 Alden Winn 
For Information on TSV Minor: · 
See TSV Coordinator 
Val Dusek 
Ham-Smith 45 · 
862-3079 






Bills on the Floor Sunday, April 15, 1990 Action 
Student Senate Bill XI-114:_WUNH Marathon Budget Passed 
Student Senate Bill )9-115: SAF Contingency Budget . Passed 
Student Senate Bill XI-106: Women's Issues Resource Center Budget Passed The WUNH Marathon Budget. which passed without much debate, is a seperate budget for only the WUNH 
fund-raising marathon. The organization did not hold a marathon this year, but have begun scheduling one for 
September. The SAF Contingency budget is a furid for SAF funded student organizations to draw from should an 
unplanned expense arise. This fund was set at $30,000 for the 1991 fiscal year. The Women's Issues Resource 
Center, a new SAF funded organization, will have a budget of $9,500 for their first year . . -
Student Senate would like to take this opportunity to publicly announce that the annual Softball 
Challenge between The New Hampshire and Student Senate will take place later this week. 
'.'We're goin,. to kick some New Hampshire BUIT, again!!!" 
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Order of Omega 
begins · series of 
career lectures 
By Sarah Merrigan 
The national Greek leader-
ship organization Order of Omega 
is kicking off what they hope will 
become a regular series of lec-
tures geared at graduating stu-
dents. In an effort to provide stu-
- dents with the information they 
need to make positive career 
choices, Omega is bringing suc-
cessful UNH alumni back to 
campus. 
resume and cover letter writing, 
and ways to get in on the ground 
floor were topics discussed, but 
the low attendance became em- · 
barrassing, according to David 
Holmes, director of Career Plan-
ning and Placement. As a result, 
CP&P no longer holds such panel 
discussions. However, they do 






LOST & FOUND? 
The first of these lec:;tures will 
feature Mr. Carroll Winch, a 1963 
graduate, ,who is currently presi-
. dent of BankEast in Manchester, 
NH. The lecture will be directed 
primarilytowards WSBE students 
and others· who may be interested 
in the areas of finance and bank-
ing. The lecture will be held to-
day in the Hillsborough-Sullivan 
room of the Memorial Union 
Building at 7:00 p.m. Admission 
is free and spacE:; is limited. 
Several years ago, Career 
planning and Placement held . 
·similar lectures, bringing in a -
whole panel of professionals to 
?ddress questions that graduat-
ing students had about various 
issues. Job hunting strategies, 
The Order of Omega is a 
national organization that com-
posed of members of sororities -
and fraternities. Omega has been 
on the UNH campus for approxi-
mately one year, and currently 
has 40 members. 
Marc -Caden, a member of 
the Order of. Omega, said that 
issues addressed at the upcoming 
lecture will be similar to those 
addressed by CP&P's panel dis-
cussions. He said th~t one objec-
. tive, aside from offering guidance 
to graduating students, is to at-
tract a very diverse group of lec-
turers. 
"We'd like to target different 
majors in the future, so students 
can see what it is actually like in 







Need a place to live? Need Help? Need to find something? 
Got something to say? Got something to sell? . Put it in 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE CLASSIFIEIJS! 
AND LET THE CAMPUS HEAR YOU!! 
(Just fill out this form and bring it to the Advertising 
Office,Rm.110B, MUB, it's that EASY!) 
·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------··········································································································································································· 






~TON -------.___. 7,= trips . 
I 
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TASk Tip of the Week 
Concentrate while. you study-- this could 
cut your study time in haW. Remember; 
you are in control of your attention. 
SPONSQRED BY THE OUTBACK 
AMSTERDAM 438 ---------------■-■-■-■■iiSI LONDON 390 SUBMISSIONS IN THE GRAFfON ROOM 




Taxes not included. Restrictions ap-
ply. One ways available. Work/Study 
abroad programs. lnt'I Student ID . 
. EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON THE 
SPOT! 
FREE Studen~ Travel Catalog 
Counal Travel 
Boston Harv•d SQ MIT 
166-1916 497-1497 115-1555 
. · Jiave fyn working 
.. · with College Pro 
. \~: Painters, America's 
largest painting 
,company. 
• Paid Training 
• Management 
. . PotenUal. 
Call 
1-800-346-4649 





. LONDON INTERNSHIPS 
DESIGNED BY 
American Asaoclatlon of 
OVerseas stuc:les . 
SUMMER INTERNSHIPS IN 
LONDON, EUROPE a ISRAEL 
FILM- LAW 
. BUSINESS - ARTS 
COMMUNICATIONS· GOV1 
Fol & Spring Semesters 
Also Avalable 
: FRENCH IN FRANCE 
GRE. GMAT. LSAT. MCAT 
Tutoring 
· Janet Kolek. J. D . . 
Director AAOS 
151 W. 11 - NYC 1002A 
'It 212• 72A•OIM or 
800•EDU •IRIT (oulllde NY) 
Relocating? Call a Leader in Customer Satisfaction. 
• No Excuse Price 
• Full replacement value 
protection avai lable 
• Firm pick-up & delivery 
dates 
• Ask for our conditional Manchester. New Hampshire 
guarantee of satisfaction Toll Free DiaJ "1 '' & Then · 
• Local & long distance 800-3ZZ•OZ61 
moving & storage i cc "4: Mc s~793 Mc-,2~sos NH Mc No 3.: 
©1990AT&T 
: 9-5 ON FRIDAY, APRIL 20 
rr;J Open to all UNH students 
ctJf One work per student 
rr;J Wo.rk must be ready to hang 
·rr:p $3.00 entry fee, and must 
volunteer time to watch show 
. . rt/f For ·more information, call 





An AT&r Card helps you comrrn;nicate better, because you can use it to call.from all 
kinds of places. Like a friend's, or a pay phone, or out on the road. You don't everi ·need to 
have a phone in your name to get one. And every month you get an itemized bill stating 
where and when you used the card. ~ 
To apply for the AT&r Card, caJl us at · 
1800 525!7955, Ext. 630. AT&T· 
· Now, if only it were that easy to improve 
your grade point average. · _ · ~ 
The· _right choice. , 




,Jr~ - s; ." . :_ 
•r,4 t_ ~ •• 
Thursday, April 19 
· · 7:00 and 9:30 · 
· Strafford Room, MUB 
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Look, Clark, it's the neiv Laphos! It · 
seems almost supernatural that so _ · 
much humor can be contained in · 
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MASSACHUSETTS SCHOO'L OF LAW 
At Andover 
3 Dundee.Park, Andover, MA 01810 508 ,' 4 70- 3070 
is now accepting applications for the 
FALL 1990 Enteririg Class 
• Full and Part Time Studies 
• Deemph?sis on LSAT 
.OPEN HOUSE 
at MSL on 
Monday 5/7 /90 
For catalog information call or write: _ 
·· ·-trx--- ' MASSACHUSETTS 
SCHOOL OF LAW 
11 ' . -
3 Dundee Park, 
Andover, Ma. 0181Q. , . 
(508) 470-3070 
Order your college ring NOW. · 
JOSTENS 
AMER I CA'S COLLEGE RING™ . 
Date: 4/17 to 4/24 Time: 12 to 4pm Deposit:$40 
~Flans-
' Town and Campus Downtown · c:=83 §)ii] ' ' 
, Mee't with your Jostens repr~ntative for full details, See our complete ring selection on display --- ' - I • • 
.. ..,·•,• 
- < • *: 1990 MANAGEMENT .* ·. 
. : · SKILLS CONFERENCE .· . . ·· . 
FOR STUDENTLEADERS -· 
April 30 - May 3 
. Covering 9 Important 
Issues Including: 
* Motivation o o o o o . * Team Building . ~08 08 08 0~ . * Running Successful '-'----~~~~ 
Meetings . . . "'..., ,-
Presenters from all over 
campus including: II 
* Jim Boylan, Men's Basketball Coach 
· ,* Don Harley, _SAFO Treaser 
*Dani Adler, TASk Center 
. fa Applications Available in 126, MUB 
r~f] Deadline for applying .is April 25 . 
7[ill]f . Call 8-62~ 1001 for more information 
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We'r~ giving you two 
• .things you never 
thOught~ou 
had enough of. 
Cash and Credit. 
Qualified college graduates can get $500 cash back and special Ford Credit 
• financing, which could mean no downpayment. Pre-approved credit amounts are 
available,, plus other special incentiv,es may apply. , ~---r,iii ,. . . ' . ··:. ... . ":> . .. .' • -J':, , • . L~ . ~'~ ,, 'YhileyouHlayhavespentthelast _{f,u1 li!i.JJ4 . !~/f# .. • i~o~~i~hafur~f~~ ~i:a~~:~~ether 
EscoRT - your New England Ford Dealers know 
that in the c·oming years, things are 
s..i going to be different That's why we're S.if\&'11~~11#,P. -- ~ making it easier for~college grads to0 buy 
- MUSTANG THUNDERBIRD -. · · any-of the quality Ford 1990 or 1991 -
cars and trucks featured::, 
To qualify, you must take delivery 
~ ~ __ _ ~-~ _ .. by D .. ecember 31, 1990. AH you have to G£Ci .~ ~i[~-~~~ do is earn a bachelor's degree or an 
PROBE TAuRus - advanced degree from an ~ccregited 4-
1 RANGER EXPLORER 
year college or university, and graduate 
between April 1, 1989, and December 
31, 1990. 
Ford's College Graduate Purchase 
Program. Think of it as an extra credit 
that'll_ really pay o-ff._ . _ · 
. See your New England Forcl '. 
Dealer for details. For mar~ infor-
mation, call this toll-free number:· 
1-800-321-1536. 
NEW ENGLAND 
. . IID li•l;J•ll 
· FORD DEALERS 
•)Additional·F~rd vehicles not pictured but includ~d in this program are Crown Victoria, F-Series Pick-Ups, Bronco, Bronco 11, Econolines ~nd Club Wago~. - • • • ,: • ~ • • ·~ :;> 
~~- ::.. . 
- ------
- ., ' - - . --- - -·- - -· •·---·: - .. . 
__ ., -·t• .... - ·-· '-- • · ·- ... ~ -
.. -.. . ~ ...... 
--~ -;;./,.··· :.,.i... .. _; !' .,; 
. !1: • . .. -:~'. ~:. !· :~ ; ...... , .. ,.,~-~>--=«-.... 
SCOPE presents.· .. 
COMEDY 
NITE 
$3 students : $5 non-students · 
It's th.e· IOst COMEDY 
NITE OF THE SEMESTER -
SO SHOW SOME 
SCHOOL SPIRIT! WEAR . 
UNH PARAPHERNALIA 
· AND GET $1 ~oo OFF! 
Need a Gen. Ed. science elective????Try ... 
. . 
TECH 583 -- . Technology Systems 
► What is a "technOlogy system"? 
--electric utility --communications system 
--waste water treatment facility --medical diagnostic tool 
--climate control system --solid waste disposal system 
· --air ,land, and sea transportation --water storage,treatment, & distribution 
--food production,processing, & transport system 
•············································•·····················•·············································· ............................................................................. ···················· ............................. . 
!i!!!!Bilii!3;a~~~~!~!! 
► Do you need a lot of science & . math background? 
No -- you only need high school math and physics or chemistry, and the ability to read, write, and speak. 
NOTE: Course restricted to 
non-engineering sophomores,juniors, 
. and seniors. 
TIME: MWF,1-2pm,Kingsbury 251 
Thursdays,4-Spm,Kingsbury 251. 
INSTRUCTOR: Alden Winn, 
Professor Emeritus,ECE. 
FOR MORE INFO: Call 3103, 
or stop by Kinsbury 226 (in 
the Dean's office). 
TECH 5,83 is a required core course for the 
·. -Technology,Society, ~nd Values mino.r · 
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Earth Day 1,990 at UNH -
Early This Week Thursday, April 19. Friday, April 20. 
Monday, April 16 -
Friday, April 20. 
Recycling Awareness 
Week 
During the week leading. up to 
Earth Day, the Students for Uni-
. versity Recycling committee is 
sponsoring a trash awareness 
project. People are encouraged to 
carry all of their trash with them· 
during this week and bring their 
collection to the Thompson Hall 
lawnonThurday,April 19at12:30 
pm. The trash.will then be inven-
toried and sorted following the 
tree planting ceremony. 
Wednesday, _April 18. PublicTree Planting 
Ceremony on 
Thompson Hall Lawn 
Open Forum on New 
Hampshire's Garbage 
Crisis Director of Cam pus Planning Vic-
Representatives from New Hamp- to'r Azziand Interim President Gus 
shire Resource Recovery Associa- Kinnear will break the ground for 
tion, NH Solid Waste Task Force, the firsttree to b_e planted for Earth 
NHDepartmentofE:nvironmental Day. The Students for Recycling 
Services, the Wheelabrator Frye Committee will be presenting two 
Corporation, Turn Key, State scholarships funded by revenue 
Representative Arnie Arnesen, raised through recycling efforts, 
and UNH professor John Halstead and the trash sorting 
willdebatetheoptionsfordealing demonstration will follow. 
withthevolumeoftrashproduced .12:30-2:00 pm. 
in New Hampshire and answer ,---: ...-.,J..ij:;jz;'--'\ 
questions from the audience. 7:30 
pm in the Strafford Room, MUB. 
. @llftj . 
Tuesday, April 17. · Wednesday, April 18-
. Sunday, April 22. 
"Down To Earth" with 
Richard Lederer 




work Slide Show 
Come to a slide show and discus-
sion lead by Brazilian Antonio 
NobreinHortonRoom215at7:00 
pm. 
. Smith Hall Interna-
tional Fiesta -
Celebrate Earth Day on- an inter-
national level with .displays, 
games, native foods, a European 
Cafe, music, and vendors repre-
senting countries from around the 
world. At Smith Hall from 11:00 
am-8:00 pm . . 





Celebrate campus forefather Ben 
Thompson's birthday on Th-
ompson Hall lawn with cake and 
r_emarks by Interim President 
· Kinnear at 1 :00 pm. 
Opening of the Unive~-
. sity Museum 
the author of "Get Thee to a Pun- · Art work from local school-age 
nery," _,, Anguished English" and children will provide a fresh per-
"Crazy English". Lederer is also spective on how children see the 
the language commentator for worldanditsecologicalproblems. 
WEVO,andhislatestbookwillbe In the- Hillsborough-Sullivan 
onsalealongwithotherEarthDay Room, MUB from 9:00 am-4:00 
merchandise. Proceeds will help pm, with extended hours on 
support Earth Day efforts. Ad- ~ Wednesday eening, and in Sni-
missions $2 students, $4 general, vely Arena d~ring t_he Environ-
7:00 prri, Horton Sociaf Science mental Expo on Saturday, April 
The University museum on the 
Earth Day Coffef H .ouse third floor of Thompson Hall will 
be open from 10:00 am to 3:00 pm). 
·Center, Room 4. 21. 
Humorist Lederer to 
present "Down to Earth" 
By Dan York 
Popular author Richard 
Lederer will speak at the Horton 
Social Science Center, Room 4, at 
7 p.m., Tuesday, April 17. 
Dr. Lederer's talk, ''Down 
to Earth," will benefit both the 
UNH Earth Day Coalition and the 
New Hampshire Earth Day 
Committee. Tickets are $2.00 for 
students and $4.00 for non-stu-
dents, and will be available at the 
door or from Earth Day Commit-
tee members. Dr. Lederer will 
sign copies of his books, which 
will be available for purchase af-
ter the lecture. 
Dr. Lederer has spent his 
career careening through the 
English language. He holds a 
Ph.D. in linguistics, and has taught 
.. I , : 
~ 
at St. Paul's School in Concord for 
28 years. 
Dr. Lederer's hilarious books, 
"Anguished English" and "Get 
Thee To a Punnery," were both 
best-sel~ing language humor 
books. His "Crazy English" was 
published this past September. Dr. 
Lederer has been profiled in 
People magazine and the National 
Enquirer. In addition to his books, 
he has published more than 1,000 
articles about language. Many 
people know him from his weekly 
column; "Looking at Language," 
which appears in newspapers and 
magazines throughoutthe United 
States. Others know him as a 
languagecommentatoron WEVO, 
New Hampshire's public radio 
station. 
Come listen to acoustic and new The museum will be dedicated to 
wave music, stee_l µrums, and Philip Wilcox at that time. For 
poetryreadingsattheDevineNiche . further information, please call 
from 8:00-11:00 pm. 862-1081. 
UNH Pride Day _ 
All students, faculty, and staff are 
encouraged· to take pride in the 
l}NH community by participat-
ing in clean-up projects around 
your dorm, office, or building. 
Details will be provided by the 
Pride Day Committee. 
community about the practices 
and environmental impacts of the 
university, and thus enable them 
to make wise deci~ions that re-
duce those impacts. 
The audit will be made up 
of several profiles. These include 
a profile of . the university's 
population demographics, one on 
water quality, use, and disposal, 
one on energy production and 
use, another examining the com-
position and disposal of waste 
products, including any hazard-
ous materials, a study of the air 
pollution produced, and lastly a 
profil~ of transportation ~se by 
people commuting to and from 
· the university. 
· Theresultsoftheauditwill 
be presented at the "Earth and the 
Environment" exhibition in the 
Science and Engineering Research 
Buildit;tg on Friday, April 20. 
I 
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- a week long celebration 
Friday. April 20. Saturday. April 21. 
Earth and the Environ-
ment: Research at the 
University of New 
Hampshire, Ranging 
from a Local to a Global 
Perspective 
· TheinstitutefortheStudyofEarth, 
Oceans and Space, and the Envi-
ronmental Research Group will 
co-sponsor a poster display and 
open house in the Science and En-
gineering Research Building from 
1 lam-7pm, with official remarks 
at 1 :30 pm. -r' .. .\ 
Environmental Film 
NJght 
Environmental Expo . 
This central event of the Earth Day 
weekend will feature exhibits, in-
for,mationai tables, product sales, 
workshops, and demonstrations 
from non-profit environmental 
groups, student organizations, and 
local ecologically conscious com-
panies. A separate speakers' area 
will have lectures and discussions 
throughout the day. Snively 
Arena, from 10:00 am-4:00 pm. 
Friday, April 20-Sunday, April 22 
Little Sibs Weekend 
Various activities provided for 
Two films, "Peacock's War" and · . students and their little brothers/ 
"For Earth's Sake" will be shown sisters. For further information 
in Parsons, Room 101 starting at 
7~00 pm. -
call the Inter-Residence Organiza-
. tion at 862-2257. · 
Odiorne Point plans 
day-long celebration of 
Earth Day 
Rye, NH - The staff of the · 
Visitor Center at Odiorne Point 
State Park is planning a number~f 
activit1es focusing on the environ-
ment to help celebrate Earth Day. 
All of the activities are free and 
will take place rain or shine. 
8:00 a.m. Morning Bird 
Walk. Paul La Course of the N.H. 
Audobon Society will lead an 
expedition in search of the park's 
feathered residents. 
10:00 a.m. "What on Earth 
Can We Do?" This exposition will 
feature information booths, con-
servation activities and a trash · 
sorting demonstration. 
11 :00 a.m. A Show of Hands 
for the Environment. Under a 
program sponsored by the UNH 
Marine Docents, area school chil-
dren have pledged to undertake a 
number of environmental projects. 
On Earth Day, a 150-foot banner 
bearing the children's hand prints 
will be unfurled to demonstrate 
their commitment to their proj-
ects. 
12:00 noon. Seafood Sam-
pler. Sharon Meeker and · the 
Marine Docents will give visitors 
an · opportunity to sample some 
treats from the sea. 
1:00 p.m. This Beautiful 
Planet. Barry Rock of the UNH 
Institute for the Study of Earth, 
Oceans and Space will give a slide 
presentation. 
2:00 p.m. The Lorax. Stu-
dents from UNH will present this 
Dr. Suess story. 
3:00 p.m. The Birthday 
Party. The day's festivities will 
conclude with a juggling demon-
stration by Andy Schwartz, island 
music from the Steel Drum Band, 
a cake and~other refreshments. A 
variety of park hikes and shore 
walks will begin at 3:30 p.m. 
OdiorneStateParkislocated 
, on Route lA in Rye. For more in-
formation about Earth Day events 
at the park or about activities 
scheduled for April vacation week, 
call the Sea Grant office at (603) 
749-1565. 
Earth Day Folk Concert 
with Susie Burke and 
David Surrette, Cormac 
McCarthy; and Ann 
Reed 
The UNH Earth Day Coalition · 
invites students, friends, and 
·families from the Seacoast area to 
a concert celebrating Earth Day in 
the field house from 7:00 pm to 
11:00 pm. · 
New Hampshire Out-
ing Club Camp Out 
Sleep out in the Boulder Field for 
a night of star gazing and wake up 
outdoors on Earth Day! The ob- . 
servatory will be open for use of 
their telescope in conjunction with · 
the camp out. For more informa-
tion call the New Hampshire 
Outing Club at 862-2145. 
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Sunday, April 22- Earth Day! 
Outdoor Adventures 
Activities to promote environ-
mental awareness and apprecia-
tion of the natural areas around 
UNH will take place throughout 
the day. Go for a hike;in college 
woods, paddle a canoe to Adams 
'Point, go rock climbing at 
Pawtuckaway; take bike rides, 
etc ... Watch for posted trip times 
and destinations. For more infor-
mation call 862-3542. 
Carn pus-wide Tree 
Planting Project 
Help improve the environmental 
quality of the campus and planet 
by taking part in an extensive 
tree planting effort. Planting will 
take place from 9,am to 12 pm. 
Pride Day Clean-up 
Projects 
In coordination with Friday's 
Pride Day event, a clean-up proj-
ect to beautify the campus will be 
sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega 
starting at 1 pm in front of Th-
ompson Hall. 
Earth Day Birthday at 
Odiorne Point State · 
Park 
Enjoy a day of family ac~ivities on 
the rocky coast. A morning bird 
walk, a seafood sampler, a slide 
and lecture·presentation, music 
and _other events will make up 
this day-long celebration. For 
mote information call 7 49-1565. 
~ 
. Earth Day Closing 
Ceremony 
The culmination of the week's 
events will be a celebration and 
speak out for the environment in 
East-West Park behind the MUB 
from 6:00 pm-7:30 pm. This will 
provide an opportunity for indi-
viduals to come together and 
speakaboutthe past, present, and 
future of our relationship with 
the environment. Music and clos-
·ing remarks will ·conclude this 
transition into the decade of the 
environment. 
Earth and the Environment: 
Research at the University of 
New Hampshire ranging 
from a local to ·a_ global 
per~pective. 
By Taylor Eighmy, Profes-
sor of Civil Engineering and Di-
rector, Environmental Research 
Group. 
In celebration ofEarth Day, 
the Institute for the Study of Earth 
Oceans and Space and the 
Environmental Research Group 
will host an exhibition on environ-
mental research conducted by 
UNH students and faculty.:. 
Th.e event will feature 
poster, video and slide presenta-
tions ,on such topics as tropical 
rain forests, acid rain, and. glacier 
research. The displays will be 
organized by themes that parallel 
the ecosystem. The first floor of 
· the atrium will provide an intro-
duction to the environmental aca-
demic and research programs 
represented and an appropriate 
poem urging us to "stop and 
think". The Earth Day Coalition's 
Environmental Audit will also be 
displayed here. The theme ·of the 
second floor is the "the geosphere: . 
the Earth environment." Th~ third 
floor will host "the hydrosphere: 
the aquatic environment." The 
fourth and top floor of the atrium 
will contain "the atmosphere: the 
air environment and climate." 
Sevetity-one posters pre-
senting a wealth of information 
will be available for viewing. On 
Friday, general remarks by Interim 
President Kinnear will take- place 
at 1 :30 pm, and the students and 
faculty involved in the specific 
projects will be available at each · 
display to answer questions be-
tween 1 :00 and 4:00 pm. The exhi-
bition will also be open on _Satur-
day during the hours of the Envi-
ronmental Expo. 
The exhibition will be held 
in th~ Science and Engineering 
Building op Friday, April 20 from 
11:00 am To-7:00 pm. . 
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.· Seabrook, teaching and ignorance 
DI is-no secret that the issue of the Seabrook 
nuclear power plant has become one of the biggest sources 
of conflict in New England. What is unbelievable is that it 
· has become an issue that exposes the pathetic ignorance of 
the principles of civil disobedience are an ineffective, · 
shameful aspect of our culture .. 
Seabrook aside sir, you are looking at life with a 
warped perspective. Don't you realize that almost all the 
social ·progress this country has made in the last three . 
decades occurred as a direct result of organized, peaceful 
disobedience? The great leader Gandhi broke laws. But he 
broke laws by having his supporters passively resist Brit-
ish rule with sit-ins and lie-ins. He filled jails. He made his 
point by breaking the law without violence. And he is a 
great example to your children, Mr. Eaton. 
your son and daughter, simply because she dares to .go 
against the system for what she believes is right. 
Dunfey would be a poor role model for impres-
sionable Diane and Ivan if she was being arrested for 
shoplifting. But she is no criminal. She has joined a group · 
of people who strongly believe that the Seabrook nuclear 
power plant will harm you and your children. She is trying 
to make our legislators understand this, and the demon-
strations she joins have no intention of malice. 
· the educated people of this state. 
According to the April 14th edition of Foster's 
Daily Democrat', 
Clamshell Alliance members have achieved much 
Ivan Eaton, a busin~ssman from Seabrook, 'has had 
his children removed from any class taught by Diane 
Dunfey at the Seabrook Elementary School. Dunfey is a 
member of The Clamshell Alliance, and has been arrested 
protesting the Seabrook plant. Eaton has adamantly ex-
pressed that he doesn't oppose Dunfey's opinion of the 
plant, but that he does believe she is becoming a bad 
example to his children though her arrests. Dunfey 
has made it clear that she has kept her personal life com-
pletely separate from her professional life. 
And this is what our businessman Eaton said: 
"My objection to Miss Dunfey teaching my children is that 
she is portraying-a method that is unacceptable ... I don't 
like the message that's being sent to children, that if you 
One wonders if you are also ignoring the prin-
ciples of the late Martin Luther King Jr. This man's entire 
movement for racial equality was based on non-violent, 
peaceful demonstration. And there were many arrests as 
a result. His supporters were mostly blacks, blacks that 
had no legal means to break through the white institutions 
that promoted racism. MLK is largely responsible for the 
fact that your children · will grow up in a society that 
understands the evils of bigotry and discrimination. And 
it wouldn't have happened without arrests. 
of their success through the media's coverage of their non-
violent protests and subsequent arrests. If they did not use 
this means, their cause would be ignored and their pleas 
unheard, simply because they do not have the power to 
break through a conservative bureaucracy that is only 
concerned with money. 
Mr. Eaton, Diane Dunfey is a positive force in 
your children's lives that represents change and ambition. 
Let her give your children the ~lementary education she is 
more than quali~ed to administer. 
don't like something it's okay to break the law." 
Diane Dunfey is a crucial example to your chil-
dren, perhaps even more important than Gandhi and 
MLK. She is a living, breathing source of inspiration to 
Laura Deame 
Editor-in-Chief Elect 
In ·essence, what Eaton is trying to tell us is that 
Univ. Police 
serve function 
To the Edi tor: 
The article in your April 10 
issue of The New Hampshire about 
the meeting of Durham Town 
Administrator Freedman and 
UNH Director of Environmental 
Safety and Public Security Larson 
with UNH students gives me great 
concern for several reasons. 
As reported, there 'is a 
study being done under the joint 
sponsorship of the Town of Dur-
hamand UNHbya research group 
of the National Association of 
Police Chiefs. The purpose is to 
study the best and most economic 
arrangement for bot the Town and 
UNH for meeting our safety and 
security requirements. Both Dur-
ham and the University are under 
great pressure to economize when-
ever possible. 
Consistent with my pol-
icy of being available to the candi-
dates for Student Body President 
and Vice President, I spent over an 
hour on Frid~y, April 6, meeting 
with one of the presidential candi-
dates. Muchofthattimewas spent 
discussing the UNH budget and 
our need to increase revenue and 
control expenditures. The review 
of the police department was part 
of our conversation about the scru-
tiny of all University budgets. 
The candidate for Stu-
. dent Body President who was 
quoted in the aforementioned 
articletookacommentand passed 
it to the reporter as a statement 
originating with me. Unfortu-
nately, neither the reporter nor 
the editor called to _verify this in-
formation before it was published. 
I regret that. 
It is important in these 
difficult times for all members of 
the University community to work 
together. In this case, the political 
agenda of orie student candidate 
agenda of one student candidate 
was put forward at the expense 
of a dedicated and hard working 
University police force. It is also 
important to note that the job 
requirements of University Po-
. lice officers are special and re-
quire sensitivities to issues of 
~ ucation as well as law enforce-
ment. These qualities will be 
given full and due consideration 
as the review continues. 
The. campus police 
force we have now is a product 
of careful selection and training 
and serves us well. They are a 
professional and proud group, 
and their qualifications and per-
. formance merit our appreciation. 
Director Larson and I are com-
mitted to an absolutely objective 
treatment of the study and any 
recommendations it may con-
tain. 
George E. R. Kinnear II 
McCabe 
editorial bad 
To the Editor . 
This is regards to the article . 
"There's Only One Choice-
McCabe/Elek" in The New Hamp-
shire. Although it was supposed 
to be an endorsement, it was a 
rather bias.ed article with really no 
support as to why anyone should 
vote for McCabe/Elek. Ifeel you 
chose them from a process of elimi-
nation, not because they are the 
best choice. (Of course, Brian's 
past employment with TNH may 
also have something to do with it.) 
I was at the debate-there 
was no clear cut winner. I'm not 
the only one that feels that way 
either-Mike Desmarais said (and I 
·•quote from page 9) that he didn't 
think ai,y -· one ticket won the . 
debate·. Sandy Cutshall~ · who 
wrote an article on the debate said 
~n page 3, ''There \\'as no clear . 
on page 3, "There was no clear are Georgian. Georgia is as far 
winner as the candidates fought it removed from Russian culture as 
to us on their terms. 
And why does she think 
the costumes were "drab seven-
ties" attire? The costumes date 
back centuries and bear no resem-
blance to the flared pants, floral 
polyester suit image she coniures. 
· out." ldothinkthateveryonewill . American Indians are from the 
agree that Spartichino /Seale are English. Hence the name Soviet 
out of the question due to the show Georgian Philarmonic folk Dance 
they put on at the debate. · Company, not Russian Ballet. 
The only thing you did . If all Ms. Artz garnered , 
in your article is cut down the from the female dancers was "an 1~ 
othertwotickets-Iguessyoudidn't illusion of gliding," I am sorry for 
see Brian doing his rappin' open- her lack of observance. They did 
ing remarks; you'd think he was not provide the illusion of gliding, 
on thePriceisRightbythewayhe they did glide. And they per-
came on down. How about that formed most of their dances on 
To make a long letter 
tuition cap? It seems pretty unre-
alistic to me. · 
You goofed too, when 
you wrotethatifKim Varney were 
running for SBP instead of SBVP 
that "it would be a different story." 
Gee,. does that mean if that were 
the case then Dalton/Varney 
would be the best choice? Guess 
their toes, hardly something to be 
scoffed at. 
And of course the men 
sang in a language she couldn't 
understand. That's the whole 
point. What does she expect? A 
medley of current dance tunes? 
"Love Me Tender" was their way 
of expressing a little of our culture 
short, the Georgians provide an 
excellent evening of dance, spec-
tacular dagger and sword play, 
graceful moving, _ and exotic, 
mysterious choreography. In a 
country (or state for that matter) 
such as ours that moves so close to 
cultural extinction, it seems better 
to open one's eyes to a land stepped 
in historic folk tradition than to 
say "I don't understand, therefore 
I do not enjoy." 
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BOB DURLING. Editor-in-Chief Marie. · Dalton/Varney do (and 
will continue once they're in of-
fice) work with each other as 
equals. Bill Dalton is competent 
1 
GAIL ROBERTSON. Managing Editor EILEEN MALLOY. Managing Editor 
TERRI DANISEVICH, News Editor KATHY HALEY, News Editor 
KIM ARMSTRONG, Sports Editor HEATHER .GRANT. Sports Editor 
, for SBP-Dalton/Varney is the MIKE PARNHAM, Photo Editor BEN FRAZIER. Photo Editor 
I ONLY choice. LAURA DEAME, Arts Editor KRISTI SUDOL. Forum Editor 
Funny, I always thought 
an endorsement was supposed to 
support and point out qualities of 
the candidates. But because you 
didn't have anything good to say 
about McCabe/Elek you decided 
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To protect · and preserve our earth 
n n my two previous communications, I addressed 
issues that required immediate attention: 1) an agenda for 
the interim period, and 2) budgets. This memorandum 
will focus on a far more complex topic: the role and 
responsibilities we have--as citizens, as scholars, and as a 
university community-to protect and preserve our earth 
and its environment. . 
In the near term the state, the nation, and the 
world a're poised to celebrate the 20th anniversary of Earth 
Day on Sunday, April 22, 1990. The University is 
participating in this global celebration by sponsoring a 
great variety of events over several weeks, including a 
conference designed to showcase faculty involvement in 
environmenta} research. The conference will be held on 
Friday, April 20, from 11:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. in the Science' 
and Engineering Research building. Over 80 exhibits of 
faculty research will _be on display, and I urge all of you to 
·attend. 
In addition to learning about local environmental 
issues as we celebrate this event, there will be an increasing 
awareness of how much the natural resources and the 
environment of Eastern Europe have been exploited and 
damaged. This in turn will heighten our awareness that we 
are all captive on spaceship Earth and share its resources 
.and its environment. With five billion passengers on board 
· now, the problem is already acute, and the number is 
estimated to double by 2020. 
As population grows, consumption rates increase 
as well. The world's industrialized nations are consuming 
resources at a disproportionate rate. The United States, 
with 6% of Earth's people, accounts for over 30% of the 
annual resource consumption and inflicts environmental 
damage pr~portionately. While the developing nations. 
also contribute to environmental dq_mage, it is more difficult 
to fault those at the subsistence level. 
If a meaningful effort to limit damage to the 
global environment is to be implemented, as it must, the 
by George E. R. Kinnear II 
industrialized nations will have to underwrite that effort, 
both for themselves ~nd for the developing nations. It is 
also likely that if this happens in a timely fashion, the 
United States will have to provide the world leadership. 
With the attenuation of world tensions and the 
attendant relaxation of requirements on military 
expenditures, assuming Gorbachev stays in power and the 
current course of the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe 
does not change radically, the United States will change its 
priorities and reallocate its resources. The decrease in the 
military sect_or will present an opportunity to reduce the 
national budget deficit and to increase the resources going 
toed ucation, the environment, and related space programs 
such as the Earth Observation System. 
A "peace dividend" .alone, howevt?r, is not a 
sufficient condition for improvement. If the United States 
is to provide glob?l leadershipr then a new generation of 
environmentally literate, technically competent, culturally 
sensitive, and linguistically prepared leaders will be needed. 
Our University is in a unique position to educate such 
leaders and to play a national role in environmental , 
research. UNH has great technical capability for 
environmentally-based research in our Institutes for Earth, 
Oc_eans, and Spac_e, and Marine Science and Ocean 
Engineering, as well as through the Environmental 
Research Group. Our College of Engineering and Physical 
Sciences and our College of Life Sciences and Agriculture 
also provide substantial capability for the full range of 
disciplines that address environmental matters in the 
technical arena. To provide the broadest level of global 
leadership that is envisioned, every part of the University 
should be involved. The Whittemore School of Business 
and Economics, the School of Health and Human Services, 
and multiple departments in the College of Liberal Arts 
would all have an import'ant role. 
Whileundergraduateinterdisciplinaryprograms 
are provided, graduate programs are n,ot as common. Our 
new Ph.D. program in Natural Resources provides excellent 
potential for producing doctoral level, environmentally-
competent scientists. A wider range of high qu·ality 
interdisciplinary programs at the Master of Science and 
Master of Arts level would seem feasible without a great 
investment or dilution of existing programs. 
In light of our current academic strengths and our 
future promise in these areas, I am asking Vice President 
for Academic Affairs Walter Eggers and the Council of 
Deans to determine how we can best posture UNH to 
capitalize on the opportunities that appear to be 
materializing in the area of national and global leadership 
in resource and environmental management. I am also 
asking Owen Durgin, Chair of the Academic Senate, to 
appoint a standing committee to provide recommendations 
that can be taken locally to support our educational efforts, 
to mitigate damage to the environment, and to repair 
damage already done. Their charge would include matters 
of conservation of resources and the environment as well. 
I would further challenge the University 
community to restore the campus brook in the College 
Ravine as a symbol of our commitment to the environment. 
Consequently, I will appoint a special as hoc committee to 
plan and oversee the restoration of this brook to a condition 
thatwillsupportthefloraandfaunaof a comparable brook 
in its natural uncontaminated state. If we cannot save our 
brook then we need not aspire to training national and 
global leaders. 
Working together, we can make real 
accomplishments and distinguish ourselves in the 
environmental arena. This requires a commitment at the 
University level, the college and school level, the 
department level, and,most important, at the individual 
level. I look forward to broader discussions on these issues. 
George E. R. Kinnear II, the Interim President of UNH, sent this 
memo_randum to all fac.ulty and staff April 13, 1990. 
l -
Pride Day: April 20th 
by Gretchen .Grozi.er and Lisa Hiney 
llor the past several years, Ben Thompson's 
-birthday; April 20th, has officially been UNH Pride _ 
Day. In the past the Senate, partiailarly the Residential 
Pmgrams and Housing Council, has sponsored 
events to help students and faculty take pride in the 
University. The~e events have i_ncluded: m_uials in 
various Residence Halls, campus wide clean-ups, 
landscaping, and-dorm clean up projects. The 
purpose of Pride Day has always been to instill a 
sense of responsibility towards our campus. This 
year Pride Day is being overshadowed by the 
twentieth &nniversary of_ Earth Day; a major 
worldwide event; it is in a sense a Pi:-ide Day of the 
global environment. This growing environmental 
awareness is something everyone on the UNH 
campus should be a part of. 
The Earth Day events, including Pride Day 
on the 20th, they definitely will be something to 
remember. 
Gretchen Grazier and Lisa Hiney are senators from the 
Residential Programs and Housing Council. 
_ _;_ MERTON from pase 25 
proscribed behaviors (heterosexuality, for example, is in; 
homosexuality is out). The other code-let's call it the 
diversity code--rests on the premise that, at the personal 
level, non-<oercive behavior tends to be more moral coercive 
behavior: It -seems to me that the Brown code is the one 
which enc·ourages suppression and violence, while .the 
diversity code embodies tolerance. And, given that rape 
( whether gay or straight) is a coercive act, is not the diversity 
code a more effective instrument than the Brown code for 
condemning rape on moral grounds? 
What "the world" (i.e. Pr9fessor Brown's critics) 
rejects is not "moral authority;" but arbitrary and 
unreasonable moral authority. 
I hope that Professor Brown will respond directly 
and substantively to these observations, and to other 
substantive questions which have been raised about his 
Feb. 15 message. 






Week Of: APRIL 14, 1990 
presented 
·by: 
! H A· Y D -E N-
S P O A T S 
38 Main Street 
Durham,NH 
03824 
Name: Liz Brickley 
Sport: Women's Lacrosse 
Brickley led the Wildcats to key 
victories over Boston College and 
UMass this week as she tallied six 
goals and assisted on four others. 
The junior from Landenberg, PA, 
paced UNH to an 11-4 win over 
BC early in the week as she scored 
four goals and assisted on two. On 
Saturday, Brickley contributed two 
goals as the Wildcats eased by 
UMass, 15-4. Brickley is currently 
leading the 6-1 UNH squad in 
· scoring with 23 goals and 12 
assists. · 
Look for the ''Athlete of the Week" every 
Tuesday, ONLY in The New Hampshire 
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&£m THEliNIBH 
WITH ZENITH DATA SYSTEUS 
Enter Our Sweepstakes Today And Finish At 
The Most Exciting Race In Europe ... The Tour De France! 
As you race to the finish of the school yeai; -
be sure to enter our "RACE TO THE FINISH" 
Sweepstakes, where you could win one of these 
great prizes: 
GRAND PRIZE-ONE WINNER 
An all-expense-paid trip for two to Paris for the 
1990 Tour de Frao·ce. 
FIRST PRIZE-50 WINNERS 
;\_ Raleigh Assault" or Finesse" All-Terrain Bike. 
SECOND PRIZE-500 WINNERS 
A go-anywhere Fanny Pack .. 
THIRD PRIZE-1,000 WINNERS 
A sports ~ater bottle. 
To entei; just race over to the campus contact 
listed at right and ask to take a free test drive on 
one of our featured desktop PCs. It just might be 
the most rewarding test of your college career! 
ZENtrH DATA SYS1EMS INNOVATES AGAINN 
ZINITNC• 
data systems · 
Groupe Bull 
Form No. 1246A 
Buy APC, 
Get A Bike FREE! 
Buy any of our 
, ~~~fcr~°s~stems* at 
a great studen. ! price, 
and _get a_ Ral~tgh 
All-Terrain Btke 
.. ~;~r:UTELY FREE! 
University of New Hampshire 
Memorial Union Building 
Monday - Friday 
8:00AM - 4:30PM 
HURRY! SWEEPSTAKES ENDS JUNE 8, 1990! 
Graphics simulate Microsofle Windows, a product of Microsoft Corporation. 
•Qualifying systems include Z-286 LP Model 20, Z-286 LP/12 Model 20. Z-286 
LP/12 Model 40 when purchased with any Zenith Data Systems VGA Monitor. 
© 1990, Zenith !)~ta Systems 
~KE; IT IN THE MUB 
us 
(Memorial Union Student Organization) 
Be. a part of this . influential group and help to 
bring speakers like Spike Lee to campus. 
We sponsor ·Iectures, 
.·MUB movies, and the 
photo school--there's· 
a · position for You! 
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. ' 
. PoHing places and times: · 
McConnell Hall 
Kingsbury Hall · 
.Dimond Library 
Stoke Hall ·· · 
MUB 
Stillings Dining Hall 
l l :00am - 4:00pm 
11 ·:ooam ~ 4:00p'm · 
11:00am - 4:00pm 
. 
l l :00am ~ 4:00pm 
11 :00am - 6:00pm 
l l :00 - l :00, 4:00 - 6:00 
Philbrook Dining Hall 11 :00 - l :001 4:00 - 6:00 
Huddleston Dining Hall · 11 :00 - 2:001 4:00 - 6:00 
,". 
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·FREE! 
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OUTDOOR SHO · · 
SUNDAY 
May 6 . . , 
· .. · 1:30PM 
EAST/WEST _PARK . 
-AREA2 -
. ' . 
CHILI ··.· 
PEPPERS . (BEHIND THE MUB) . 
· · P'l('ES'E9{PE'1J 13'Y . SC OPE ...• ·• · · 
. . \ 
May5, 1990 
8:00pm .· 
Granite State Room 
$5.00 Students . $1 O Non-Students 
' . 
:Greta Garbo, Film Star, Dies At Age 84 
By Marc Mamigonian 
Slowly, unavoidably, it 
is happening. All of the great stars 
of the past- not just stars, icons-
are dying off. Cary Grant, Bette 
Davis, many others long dead, 
others soon to come, but right now 
Greta Garbo. Garbo. Of course, 
Garbo did not just die, because 
Garbo ceased to be a reality fifty 
- years ago. In 1941 she walked 
awayfromstardom,andsincethat 
day she has led her own life, leav-
ing only her image on the screen · 
for the rest of us. She was 84 when 
she passed away yesterday, but 
she . will always be young and 
flawlessly beautiful. And · if I_ 
s<:mnd like I'm about to break into 
"Celluloid Heroes," I just might. 
_ ldon'tthinkpeopleeven 
know Garbo anymore. Do they? I 
~now that_ the nam~ no longer , 
carries with it the sarrie Fesonance · 
t,~;~mcedid.However,anyonewho · 
lj,as ever seen a Garbo film under-
~-!ands instantly what all the fuss 
is 'and was about. She was not the 
great actress that Davis or Kather-
, ine Hepburn was. She only made 
three or four great films. But when 
she came on the screen, every-
thing else became totally incidenf:: ,;: 
tal; thtis ,,mo'.st •, of <her •. fill}l·~-;~#~Sf 
memorable only for her presence. ~-
Most of her films- and it is impor- ' 
tant to note that they are, almost 
exclusively, her filmi, notthe films 
of a dominant director or pro-
ducer- were created to showcase 
her. She may have.been part of the 
great MGM studio · system, but 
she was her own· auteur. Garbo 
created her films,just as surely as 
we created Garbo. 
She was "imported" 
from Sweden in· 1926. Almost · 
invariably, in her pre-sound films, 
she was cast as the cool, mysteri-
ous beauty who lured men to their 
downfall. The only one I have been 
lucky enough to see from the si-
lent period is 1927's.Flesh and the 
Devil, co-starring fellow Swede 
Lars Hanson and John Gilbert, 
Garbo's lover and fellow silent 
screen idol. The two play friends 
torn a part by their mutual infatu .! 
ation with the immoral Garbo; 
she's a very bad girl, and she gets 
punished in the end. However, 
unless you have just seen the film, 
I defy you to remember anything 
about it except Garbo's inhuman 
beauty. The plot is hoary; the di- · 
rection is competent; the sets are 
nice; _ Garbo glows. She may be 
evil, but you have to pull for .her 
anyway, because you just want 
her to stay on the screen as long as 
possible. 
Many thought that 
sound would kill Garbo, because 
of her heavy accent, thus her sound 
· debut was delayed until 1930 
(three years after The Jazz Singer). -
MGM need not have worried; the 
accent only added to her air of 
mystery. Her first sound film was 
The legendary Greta Garbo amidst her furs in 1926. · 
U :()coming. • • 
Wednesday, April 18th: The UNH Panik Steel 
Band Johnson Theatre, 8 p.m. Free. 
Thursday, April 19th: The UNH Chamber 
Singers Bratton Recital Hall, 8 p.m~ .Free. 
Saturday, April 21st Earth Day Folk Concert 
_UNH Field House 7 p.m. $5 students, $7 
general. 
'\;. ,,' ,~11111111111!11! . . IJlllll!lll,,_ IIIJ!!IIIIII!!_ . 1!!111111,, .... ~~....--.. . , 11!11!1. , 1!!11!. -- - IIJ!!lll9_ - - ---------J 
an adaption of Eugene O'Neill's 
Anna Christie, ~nd despite the 
wooden direction common to 
early sound films, Garbo is a 
wonder as O'Neill's fallen 
woman. However, most of her 
early sound films lack the literary 
interest of Anna Christie. Romance 
(1930), Susan Lennox-(1931), and 
Mata Hari (1932) are unwatch-
able when Garbo is off screen, and 
when· she is onscreen she is the 
only thing that matters. It was an 
. , ~d paradox; how do you con:-:-
trive a. plot to equal Garbo? Most 
" of the :tim~ n:o,~_qne bothered. 
The . first time I saw:. 
Garbo was in the 1932 MGM 
super-pro~uc-tjon. Grand Hote( 
·which ·also S!_arr.ed : John and" 
~ionel :: Barr y~oi:e, Joan:: 
Crawford; .Wallace}'.Beery, artd · 
Lewis Ston~. Garbo;{~ cast some~' 
·what ' ludicrously as a once fa.:. 
mous ballerina (most ballerinas• 
aren't tall and curvy) in decline~' 
In her first line, "I have never-
been so tired in my life," sh~ 
conveys all of _the pathos thafa' 
lesser actress, a lesser presence 
might take much longer to show. 
But the most famous line in the 
-qb:n. is; of'cour-i,e, '"I '* ant to be'; 
alone'." ,Sh~-a~tu,ally says it. It is 
nice when kons do what you 
expect them to do. Jimmy Cag- · 
ney never said "You dirty rat;' 
Humphrey Bogart never said 
"Play it again, Sam," but Garbo 
did say "I want to be alone," and 
somehow, it m~kes ~ense that 
way. , 
In most of her best films, . 
including Grand Hotel, Garbo 
embodies a tragic heroine. It also 
helped when she worked with a 
decent director. In her three best 
films, Queen Christina (1933), 
Camille (1936), and the atypically 
comic Ninotchka (1939), she 
worked with Rouben 
Mamoulian, George Cukor, and 
Ernst Lubitsch, respectively, and 
the productions as wholes were 
worthy of her. She is still the main 
reason for watching the film, but 
Ninotchka, for example, crackles 
with Lubitsch's characteristic 
· droll wit, as Garbo's Russian 
· co~missar is wooed by the West 
and Melvyn Douglas. Plus, it is a-
pleasure to see her actually smile, 
not to mention get a happy end- · 
ing. 
. In the classic 30' s popu-
lar song "lCan't Get Started," the 
male narrator builds himself up 
with claims like "I have been con-
sulted by Franklin D./ Greta 
Garbo has had me to tea/ Still, 
I'm brokenhearted because I can't 
get started with you." Even at the 
height of her fame and popular-
ity there was an image of im-
penetrability, of unobtainability 
(if there is such a word). Her death 
cannot change that; the idea of 
Garbo will always exist. Perhaps 
it always did. It's all there on the 
celluloid. 
. . . 
All Heroes Get Their Dues 
r . 
. . 
By J.W. Morss Tom Verlaine: From Television To The Stage 
As Christine Mc Vie says, heroes are and //Carried Away." Unfortunately, the band never passed through do the city he lives in.' 
sometimes so hard to find. I thought I fpund the commercial threshold attained by fellow ~cts like the Talking Heads Tom Verlaine was in another city 
aheroincollegedropoutTom Verlaine front~ and Blondie. Even poet-rocker PattiSmithgotcornrnercialairplaywith last Wednesday: I caught his hour-long 
· ing a brilliant New York band called Televi- the Springsteen-penned "Because The Night." acoustic setattheParadisein Boston. I was 
sion in the late seventies. Television evolved By 1979 Television was no more and Verlaine had released his· surprised to see a scant but sympathetic 
out of another group called the Neon Boys, first, self-titled. solo work. Tom Verlaine would have made a decent . crowd. Verlaineappeareddistracted,look-
formed in 1973, which featured Richard Hell third Television album1 The work actually includes a couple of Televi- ing nervously and often over the heads of 
oh bass and Billy Ficca on drums as well as sion live standard_s: "fhe Grip Of Love" and "Breakin' In My Heart.'\ those in front of the stage. Although his 
Verlaine himself . . Television began when Curiously, Verlaine himself and/or the record _companies he's been acoustic guitar and voice sounded well-
gttitarist Richard Lloyd joined the band. The signed to have never pushed-his material for airplay, commercial or _ mixed, he seemed to have a problem with 
group earned a strong following playing the otherwise. 1981 's Dreamtime contains some catchy number's · like his monitor throughout the first half of the 
New York clubs (they were the firstto bring "Always" and "Mr. Blur." '"Hi-Fi'" are the desribed lyrics fqr th_e set. ' 
music to CBGB's). In 1975, Richard Hell left instrumental "The Blue Robe." OveraU, Dreamtime feelslikeacarwith Still, Verlaine was a towering 
the band to form the Heartbreakers with ex- not enough headroom,: the songs are arguably too compact. ·presence, effectively reworking solo mate-
New York Doll Johnny Thunders. Ex-Blon- . WhetherVerlainehimselfrecognized thisqualitytoDreamtime, rial in an acoustic format. Verlaine per-
die bassist Fred Smith replaced Hell (Smith his 1983follow-up, WordsFromTheFront, wasairy,comprisingofseven formed songs from an upcoming release 
still continues a working relationship with . tunesaveragingagoodfiveminutesapiece. HighlightsincludetheTV- entitled- The Wonder, including his new 
Verlaine to this day). · like rockers "Present Arrived" and "Coming Apart"; also notable is the european single "Kaleidoscoping" and a 
Television was the first New York philosophical "Days On The Mountain." 1984~s Cover however is an moving song calleg "Shimmer." Cover's 
Wave band to release any m_aterial. In 1976 overdubbing failure. The work was recorded with six engineers in as "Let Go The Mans~on" sounded much 
the two-part single "Little Johnny Jewel" was many. studios. The only songs which survive the studio onslaught are better without all the studio da~pling. The 
released on the independent Ork label. The "Swim" and "Dissolve/Reveal." The latter tune, unlike the rest of the only Television · cut was the -one J~ncore 
song starts with a darting bass pattern soon work's material, seems written for the technotronics. ' "Glory." After he'd finished he broke into 
ensnared in a more accessible drum beat. A Tom Verlai_ne's last work to date is 1987's comp~lling Flash- a smile and waved to the crowd. Backing 
sly whine rides over the guitars which then light, his strongest record since the-debut. Uptempo numbers like "Cry - into the entrance~ay offstage, Verlaine 
kick in. The words aren't so important as the · Mercy Judge" and "Bomb" are interspersed with ethereal cuts like mumbled .something over the applause 
singer's intellectual sneer befitting the pow- · "Song" and "One Time At Sundown.'' "At 4 a.in." shows Verlaine about having run out of songs to perform. 
erfully angular music. The song was indeed combining beautiful melodies with incongruous lyrics. The speaker is , __ I was disappointed with that statement but 
a jewel. · reminiscing about Rosie who disappeared after she told him "just one not with his p~rformance. All· heroes get 
Televi~ion lasted long enough to put more drop," referring to some illicit actiV:ity. The speaker hasn't he~rd ,their ~ ~~, maybe mine will eventually get 
out two full length works: 1977's Marquee fromhersince. Suchpeopled.riftinandou~ofVerlain~'ssottgs·lik'.eth~X:,.,. ~his s~moo,ciy. ' ~ 
Moon and 1978's Adventure. Both works ·· ' ,,. · · 'i • · - · • • 
exhibit a cohesion which put this group at the 
forefront of the New Wave'. Marquee Moon is 
the more aggressive work, full of "Friction" 
and "Elevation/I and even "Torn Curtains." 
"See No Evil" ,is as unforgiving as -"Guiding 
Light" is transcendent. But the title cut is 
truly a masterpiece and I think one of the best 
tunes ever to emerge out_ of rock in all its 
guises. "Marquee Moon" details a surreal 
horror where darkness doubles · and light-
ning ·strikes itself. Guitars trill over a choppy 
backbeat which disintegrates into regular 
jazzy breaks. The singer is looking for mean-
ing and the key to survival but all h~ gets are . 
oblique answers. from shadowy characters, 
some of whom retire at the song's end into the 
graveyard. The music dies ~own and then 
rises dis.quietingly again: Song of the Living 
Dead. 
Adventure was a strong follow-up. 
The material is softer overall but remains 
effective due to the strong instrumentation, 
especially the interpli;iy between guitarists 
Verlaine and Richard Lloyd. "Glory" leads 
off, a bizarre singalong.anthem. Except for 
"Foxhole," the song's characters are preoccu-




Or Sean ap.d Laura 
Will Be Wicked 
Bummed 
Tom Verlaine at The Paradise (Photo by J.W. Morss) 
.•"' . ·- \ '- \. - . -"' 
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Rough-house With The Bobhouse !!! 
By Gabriel A. Biderman 
Very danceable, some-
times slammable, the new band · 
Bob house is here! Recent gigs at. 
parties around the Durham/ 
Newmarket area have increased 
Bob house's popularity among 
· the college scene. 
· What exactly is a Bob-
house? Bobhousedescends from 
the bandJimJonesand theGuya-
nas (a very punk, sped up Sex 
Pistols group) and 5 Balls of 
Power fame. Their music is no. 
longer as punk- it's funk! And 
this funk is on the move, record-
ing their own EP at Bunkhouse 
Studio in Portsmouth (Bunk-
house has been recording some . 
great local talent, like Super 
Fudge Chunk, that will be dis-
played at a Bunkhouse jam at the 
MUB coming later this month). 
Bobhouse is getting closer and 
closer to recording for a major 
promotional agency, Positive 
Vibration. · 
I was able to listen in on 
one ofl:heir jain sessions the other 
day. I must say that I was quite was some kind of big time music 
impressed. In the living room in critic. I talked with them after 
' their house in Hampton, they their first set and they seemeq to 
· 
1J1mmed the whole street down. get more comfortable as we dis-
... The lyrics soared wjth the help of cussed their influences- the Vil-
"1". 
. the electrifying guitars and bass lage P.eople and Gary Newman 
which were all laced together (just kidding!). I am sorry but they · 
· quite nicely by the big beats of sounded a little bit more like 
thedrum. Atfirstwhentheband _· mixing James Brown and Living 
started to jam, they seemed a bit Colour! When I asked Bobhouse 
· uncomfortable- they were pl~.Y~ 1 '. what t¥f>e of music they labelefi 
ing it too safe . . This was· due"· arnthPmsPlves after. thev iokirndv 
mainly- to such close quarters, replied, "We are· Janet J~ckso~:s 
and I think they thought that I new rhythm nation!" Then on the 
"StopTime", New England's foremost Jazzfl'ap ensemble, will be 
performing at The Music Hall in Portsmouth on April 21st at 8 p.m. 
Call 436-2400 for info. 
· Bobhouse and their famous anti-gravity couch 
.more serious tip, Bob house agreed 
that what they do is take straight 
rocl.< and roll and bend it to differ-
ent aspects. That is why one song 
will be a mix of rhythm and blues 
with funk and another will be 
thrash and funk; it always keeps 
the audience on their toes! 
Speeding into their sec-
ond set, they burnt the house 
· down. l,;ead guitarist, Jay Fortin, 
7,~t '31"'~ ~~p ~f g1'1itari~ .. , 1:,;~'J G..-,.~'f 't, 
shoulders and played chicken 
without missin a note! Lead 
singer, Butch Hulshorn, danced 
around the microphone . while · 
beating on claves. Paul Jarvis 
boogied about with his brass while 
Roger Shush got out of his seat 
and tan around beating his drums. 
Tamborine woman Laur~ Muck-/ 
enhoupe bounced .about keeping 
a funky time. They were no longer 
. playing if safe! f3obhouse was 
funking so fast and furious that a 
~r..Q11.9 of childreo. were dta.'o/O. tn 
the outside patio and were look-
in inside and dancin all around 
outside. How could . the children 
be · wrong? _The sun set . just as 
Bobhouse brpke into ·their· song, 
''The Aliens Like Our Kids," ' the 
remaining children meandered 
aimlessly home with tho·ughts pf · · 
very danceable, sometimes slam~ . 
mable music filling their minds. 
For more info about the 
band, they \\111 be playing at th~ . 
Stone Church 'on the 19th: THIS · 
THURSDAY- and. WUNH doe~ · 
have a couple of their tracks wait-
in to be r uested! 
THTHE NEW HAMPSHIRE, TUESOA Y, APRIL 17, 
Take it to the Table 
in the 
''BATTLE .OF THE 
BICEPS" 







$3 registration ($5 late) 




funded by the 
Programing Fund Organization 
Weigh-ins 10:00-12:30 pm 
Competition begins 1:00 pm . 
Weight Classes: · 
(three place trophies in each class)-
*MEN 0-143, 144-165, 166-_198, 199-up 
*LEFT HAND-ED 0-175, 176-up 




-fourth ranked in the world 
-director of NH Arm Wrestling 
-ranked -first -in NH 
JOE CLIFFORD 
-three time world champion 
-appeared in "Over the Top" 
-two time NH champ --
Detach form below and either send it to Stillings Box 0265, or come by Lord Hall, Friday, April 20th between 12-4 to register. 
·------------------------------------------------------------------------------------i In consideration of our accepting this entry, I hereby, intending to be legally bound for myself, my -
heirs, executors, or administrators, waive and release any and all rights, claims for damages I 
may have against the American Arm.wrestling Association, the University of New Hampshire, 
meet directors, and any other sponsors and their agents, representatives, assigns for any and all 
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STRAFFORD PLACE 
LEASE NOW FOR '90-'91 
.Studio Rooms and Suites. All rooms with Kitchenettes. 
A few Apartments still available. 
Call 868-2192 for information. 
Mon.-Fri. 9am-1 pm, 2pm-4pm 
10-14 Strafford Avenue, Durham, New Hampshire 03824 
Major cr~dlt cards accepted for payment of rent. 
Graduating -4J' 
· Class of 1990 
Are You Really Ready .. ·~ 
'··'~- To Join The Business World? · · 
.. t .. 
Make sure with training at 
. Royal Insurance as a 
COMMERCIAL LINES 
, UNDERWRITER 
Specific knowledge leading to an exciting life in business is yours to 
gain through training in COMMERCIAL LINES UNDERWRITING at 
Royal Insurance. 
As a long established. worldwide property/casualty insurance carrier 
with an eye on the future (yours and ours). we offer a comprehensive 
8-month paid program in several attractive training locations. 
Few companies in the industry can say as much. 
Before you decide to investigate this opportunity to shape a produc-
tive career, ask these questions of yourself: 
· • Do I have a mind that probes beyond the surface? 
• Can I grasp new con~epts quickly? 
• Am I an analytical problem solve r. able to develop innovative · 
solutions? 
• Do I want a role that challenges me to do my own thinking and to 
arr ive at independent decisions? 
• Upon completion of training , am I willing to ,relocate to any major 
point in the U.S. to launch a rewarding business life? 
Positive answers can mean that business insurance underwriting is 
right for you. Qualifications include a BS/BA, strong interpersonal/ 
communication skills, and ability to make presentations at 
executive level. · · 
We provide excellent salaries and benefits. 
Although we haven't been on campus th is year to see you personally, 
we stil l want to hear from you. Please write or send resume to : 
Charles Collins, Human Resources Manager . 
• Royal Insurance 
P.O. Box 4977, Syracuse-, New York 13221 
· We are an equal opportunity employer 
p 0. 
HIRING Men• Women. Summer/ 
Vear Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS , 
TOUR GUIDES , RECREATION · 
PERSONNEL. Excellent pay plus 
FREE travel. Caribbean, Hawaii, 
Bahamas . South Pacific, Mexico. 
CALL NOWI Call refundable. 
1-20&-736-0775 Ext.600NK 
There's a job for you in Summer Camp 
The American Camping Association (NY) will make 
your application avail. to over 300 camps in the 
Northeast. Exciting opportunities for college 
students and professionals. Positions avail: all land 
and water sports, kitchen, maintenance, arts and 
crafts, drama, music, dance, nature, tripping, 
R.N.'s, M.D.'s. College Credit Available CALL 
OR WRITE FOR APJ>LICAJ'ION. 
AMERICAN CAMPING ASSOCIATION~ 
jl 12 West 31st Street, New York,,NY 10001, 
~ 1-800-777-CAMP. 
~ NOTHING TO DO? 
C~ -J,~o~T f -
8.62~~ _I_~ 'U• 
A STUDENT ACTIVITIES HOTLINE 
'Use tliis 24 hour fiotfine for 
information on c{u6 meetings. 
Events include: Earth Day Activities 0 
·Spring Week ~ . 
Little.Sibs weekend II 
'Residence Hall Week~ 
Don'tjust ·. 
















F AHRVERGNOGEN. MADE IT! 
IT'S WHAT MAKES A CAR 
A VOLKSWAGEN. COMB REWARD . 
. YOUKSB_LF!. . 
· 'lilililililil' G I o ~ )1::: n N ,~:t~1 :([ o 
ONE DAY ONLY• SATURDAY, APRIL 21, 1990 • 9 A.M. to 5 P.M. 
QUALIFYING 
GRADUATES 
• Must graduate within 3 -months 
or have graduated in last year. 
• No Previous Credit Required 
• NO MONEY DOWN! . 
• 1st payment is not due until 
August 1990! 
• Great Interest Rates 
10.5% on 48 .,no. 
11 % on 60 .mo. 
• ALL FINANCING 
subject-to credit approval. 
GRADUATE INTO THIS! 
1990VWFox 
RETAIL PRICE $7,545 . 
YOUR COST $7 052 
(Our ~_nvoice) - , 
$19155 . fl\ I PER MONTI! . . . . d I •ONLY 45 PAYMENTS 
~ · • NO MONEY DOWN! 
I !(r~f llllllltllliilllllt ........ ll ........ l ....... i ....... lllll....... 111-li\\-111 -1 . :i:rt~~Y!:!~e llll!lllllllilliillillillllilllll -----------~~~ 





111f t.1Jtut ~ _. 
~VOLKSWAGEN MAZDA 
-~~ c_y~ 
All New 1990 
·vwcoRRADO 
Your Host on the Coast For 
Superb New & Pre-Owned Automobiles 
Spaulding Turnpike, Portsmouth 
7 42-3400 436-6900 
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" a ~ a a on ~ i ," 
Featuring ... 
AEARTH DAY ACTIVITIES 
I 
A LITTLE SIBS WEEKEND 
A SMITH _HALL 
INTERNATIONAL . FIESTA 
ARESIDENCE HALL WEEK 







Giant Musical Chairs 
Outrageous Obstacle Course 
Giant Twister Tournament 
·Arm Wrestling Competition 
. Outdoor Vendor Marketplace 
Hypnotist Bob Chase 
Scavenger Hunt 
UNH Baseball 
• Comedy Night 
Fireworks 
Sponsors: IRO, Smith Hall International, Earth Day Coalition, Cool-Aid, Panhellenic, IFC, Scott Hall, Lord Hall, Office of Health Education, 
Order of Omega, Alexander Hall, MUSO, The Granite, SCOPE, Gibbs Hall, Mini-Dorms, Hunter. Hall, . Phi Kappa Slgma, Student Coalition for the Homeless, Office of Student Activities. • Coordinated by: Campus Activities Board :with funding from PFO. 
~~~ 
t;. of!' 
ApriL 201:11. -- . 
. · Uaafo8)'& 
-1,fe-a (,e 6reaki~ Uftllt . 
1,e ,,,,Jrs wi:Ui C,~ lun4s, • 






~ ~ '.Donlltions Bir 'Pro.,.,.. .. ~.l,"'j o.p ... ~...&,,,., P.JP Uni>Jf.1"S~½ T'h>.ue( B~~~s D~~, . ~ 
1-fa.[Cma.~k T-ra.\)e.C, .Da.-bi.§tnera( Via Presult-n.t. afS{:wfe:rrl. 'Affa.,.'t"SJ Sfudtn.t /tiiuifl.6, Gi:f-e &-iAck, 
fi.gi-dtn,t,s awue Ofttt.e of ~it-Nf'o.i!rs,_ 7Nt ~ry, @sid.Mti4C PT'Og~:r"rnlfl9, 2l'Cu-yet, 
Wi!C6g Su.~U ~,off'~ue~, SereraJ.j.,pi9 ~~J~'r''U, Snea:t~Cttemellt, 16:w's, 
Devi:nt 1UicA.e-, 1'kl\J€71(JCa:1ttf Curl~., 'Dtirlitrm U>f'} • Riley s HrMt llrt ~, ~s ~~. 
. ' 
, ! 
,BY jfff HA~ilS 






I'M TOO f=AMILAR WITH 
D£ADJ..IN£s. How- APo.ur . , 
THI5 fOR rouR STRif r.,:· , : 
THE EN,D OF THE wo~~D! 
,,. t]_f A ,c.VC" · u A 1L ~~T~PRl~,N ol"Hff1s?.vr:E1ii 18im _ . --...-----------nrr J\.U nn L. CALLEO, A 1?A~ll) Bl0C1t>5UCKIN~ rYPK/r'JtBx JOHN . Hli?TLE/ 
IT'S ELECTICJtl TIME". OF CtJl/RSE., TI-JEJ'I? THI~ YFAft I fl?Of()S£ L,f H"'"' vOHN J-IJRTLE/ 
: AGAIN! TIME' TO Bll~tc PROMJsEs · AR£ TH/IT ~VERY()NE WHO Y£AH,z,_-N/)Stll) YIN HIS 
VOTEE. FOR ONE. Or ' ALL THE 5/tME/ JIN[) DOESN 1T Cf/RE WHO RIGHT MIND WOULD 
S£-VER/tl . STUDENT NOTHING- PRACTICAL WJN~ WRJ,E ON HAVE A NliME LIK£ 
8CJDY -PRE->l'PENTIAlr WILL 8E DPNE 73'( THEIR B!JLLCJT IJ Tr/AJ:-,, TRY A&AIN 
C})NDJ/)ATES AND · THEM,, OJ? THE' 'RE/ILLY WEIR!> NAME.,, · IT.'LL LO()I( MARK .. , 
THEJf? S,B,.v;P- ·~, . STUDENT .S-EN'-AT~ ONE . THAT NOBODY GRFAr ON Y()llR 
As USUAL .. --- · JS' l/Kf.LY TCJ HAVE,1 'RE.su11£-:., 
SUCH /i5,,,, ... UHM .•• 
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f,A~ 3rd.f2Lnnua{ .fTf 
Li'{ Sibs Wee~nti 
:Friday 4 /20 
8pm Simon says-Stoke Hall · · 
8:30pm Know your Sibling-Richardson House 
1 Opm Horror Movies-Jessie Doe Hall · 
. Saturday 4/21 
9am Cartoons and Donuts~Hetzel Hall 
12noon Fingerpainting-Huddleston Hall 
lp~ . Men's Lacrosse and Men's Baseball 
1-4pm Tie Dye Party-Engelhardt . . 
l-4pm Camival-SmithHall 
. Refreshments, prize b~oths and races 
7pm · D1~ney Marathon-McLaughlin Hall 
7pm PaJama Party and Movies-Gibbs Hall 
8pm Concert-Devine Niche · 
Sunday- 'Earth 'lJay 4 /22 
10-1 Brunch and Cartoons-8tillings and 
Philbrook . .. : .. · 
10:30am Kid'~ Games-Marstori House 
11-2 Barbeque-Sigma Phi Epsilon 
1pm Men's Baseball · 
A PT~~c; .Service Message From '~-- ==·r_ . For more info ca_ll 862_·._ -4YOU· ,~r i 
. ~:: -~· ,,,: NEW JIAMPSHIRE 
,-· -· . "·· •. C --~ • (;<- 'b~ ' ;,·,, •r ;f.t . ; ,,, 4 ;- $ponso,red)?y tq,!3< 1mer~~~sjd~.·ce~,Pr:g~;.niz~tt9n. 
-~ -~-----·._.. ............. ...,.. ...... --. 
. ·· ... L9o~ing. for Energetic, . 
Dedicated and Committed 
·. persons to Join the 
SAFE RIDES TEAM 
· -gain valuable experience · 
-b~conie more involved in 
· student life 
--great resume material 
-compensated position $ . 
Deadline - April 23rd. · 
.. ,mr call 5696 or 5697 or 
~ Pie~ up ~pplication in Safe Rides 
~ Mailbox m basement of the · . 
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SAILBOAT- Rhodes '19, with trailer 
and motor. Many extras. $4,200 or 
B.O. Call Roy at 862-1073 days or 778-
0726 eves. 
Avatar Consignment Shop 
Windy Knoll Village 
62 Portsmouth Ave: 
Stratham, N.H. 
Gowns, jewelry, collectibles, handi-
crafts, men's, women's, children's 
(infants - 6x) clothing. Hours: Tues-
day-Saturday: 9:30-5. Thursday:9:30 
-7 
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT 
SEIZED VEHICLES from $100. Fords, 
Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus 
Buyers Guide. 1-602-838-8885 EXT. A-
18,587 
980. Honda motorcycle, 70 cc, good 
condition. Asking $315, 862-5730 call 
after 4 p.m. 
-SOFTWARE"' WORD PROCESSOR"' 
MICROSOFT WORD 5.0:. 3.5" Disks. 
ORIGINAL PISKS AND MANUALS. 
$100.00. Call 868-6544 
Peugot PSV12 racing bicycle for sale. 
Tubular tires, quick release wheels, 
extremely light weight. A must see; 
Bill 868-6298 
living room: couch, chair & two end 
tables. $100 or B.O. Call Kelly 743-
5884 
1980 Datsun 310 GX. In Good Condi-
tion. $600or B/0. Call868-7527(Tim) 
Need to sell: 20 WA TIP ANASONIC 
STEREO. One piece unit with am/frn 
dial cassette, high speed dubbing and · · 
dolby, record player, remote control, 
and matching speakers. Great condi-
tion. I upgraded and need the money. 
Make an offer. Call BILL 862-5633. 
'86Yugo. Goodshape;runswell. Great 
student or 2nd car. 63K. AM/FM. 
Rustproofing. $1,100 obo. 431-2186 
after7pm. 
In~ cash - moving. 1980 Dodge 
Colt. Tan, 2 door hatchback. $425 or 
B.O. Kenmore2.9 cu. ft. refrig w / sepa-
rate door for freezer. Tan. Great for 
dorms or bar $150. Other items. Al 
749-1668 
BIORYTHMS - 12 month prin~out 
Send$10.00andbirthdatetoCBEnter-
prises, POB 6561,· Portsmouth, NH, 
03802 
ATTENTION: POSTAL JOBS! Start 
11.41/hour! For application info call 
1~602-838-8885, ext M-18587, 6am -
10pm, 7 days. 
Looking for a sorority, fraternity, or 
student organization that would like 
to make $500-$1000 for a one week on-
campus marketing project. Must be 
organizedandhardworking. Call Bode 
or Elizabeth ,U. at (800) 592-2121 
MODELS WANTED FOR SEVERAL 
LINGERIE VIDEO PRODUCTIONS. 
· ONLY THOSE WHO ARE CONFI-
DENT PHYSICALLY NEED APPLY. 
EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY, 
BUTYOUMUSTBECOMFORTABLE 
WITHPHOTOGRAPHY ANDSHEER 
GARMENTS. RA TE IS FLEXIBLE, 
MINIMUM $35.00 PER HOUR. 
GREENLEAF PRODUCTIONS 433-
8418 
Summer Jobs Outdoors. Over 5,000 
Openings! National Parks, Forests, 
Fire Crews. Send Stamp for Free De-
. tails. Sullivan & Associates. 113 E. 
Wyoming, Kalispell, MT 59901. 
CRUISESHIP JOBS .$300 to $900 
weekly. Slimmer or year round. Call 
603-224-5227 ext 102. 9am to 9pm 
weekdays. ' 
Product Demonstrators. Good $$ 
doing in-store sampling in your area. 
Funnewproduct. Flexiblehours. Call 
1-800-PROMO-GO. 
SUMMER JOB - Pedal Cab Drivers 
Needed: Pedal your way ipto shape 
and into the CASH. Requires endur-
ance and a friendly personality. Must 
be willing to ge.t tan, make money, and 
have. fun! Call Tyler at DownEast 
Peddle Cab (2<Y7)363-5502 
Lookingforsummeremployment? We 
are a personnel service that offers a 
variety of temporary office positions 
in the Nor~hern MA, Southern NH, 
and Southern ME areas. We offer t0p 
wages and referral bonuses. Call Key 
Personnel. 964-9495 or 743~3373. 
SUMMER JOBS $9.10/hr. or commis-
sion. Advertising sales. No experi-
enc~ necessary. Training provided. 
Work close to school. 0rr recom-
mended. Call Steve Gorman at (800) 
344-,6766 for details & application. 
METRO MARKETING GROUP 
Attention starving students - Do you 
liketotalkon thephone? Wehavejust 
the right part-time job for you - call 
7 43-3261 for details. 
SUMMER HELP - ON CAMPUS. 
Make Your Own Beer, booklet tells • UNH DAIRY BAR RESTAURANT. 
you how. Send $4.95 to CB Enter- . FULL-TIME OR PART-TIME. COME 
prises, POB 6561, Portsmouth, NH IN OR CALL 862-1006. 
03802' 
MlN BIKE-1989 MIELE-SHIMANO 
COMPONENTS - IN. EXC. SHAPE. 
BOUGHT FOR OVER$600. SELLING 
FOR $325. CALL DA VE 862-5717 
WINDSURFING EQUIPMENT 
Neverused6.2meterR.A.F.$175. Mast 
$50, Locking Boom $75. New Harness 
$30. Many Accessories-CHEAP! 868-
3756 
CASH FOR GOLD. The Gold Ex-
change will pay immediate cash for 
yourgoldinanyform. 743-4796. Leave 
a message. 
FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS! CRUISE 
SHIPS AND CASINOS NOW HIR-
ING! ALL POSITIONS! CALL 1-602-
838-8885 Ext. Y-18587 
A TTENTION-1-llRING! Government 
jobs in your area. $17,840 - $69,485. 
Call 1-602-838-8885. 
ORIENTATION .COORDINATOR 
WANTED for International Student .·· 
Orientation. International education 
experience is a must. Should also have 
_strong organizational skills and enjoy 
people. Coordinator must be avail-
able for June and last two weeks in 
August. · Paid position. Fill out an 
application at International Student 
Services, Huddleston Hall, Room 208; 
or call Kyle or Stuart at 862-2050. 
ORIENTA TIONSTAFFWANTEDfor 
International Student Orientation. 
Meet students from all over the world! 
Fun! Must be available during last 
week of August. Fill out an applica-
tion at International Student Services, 
Huddleston Hall, Room 208; or call 
Kyle or Stuart at 862-2050. 
OFFICE ASSISTANT work study 
positionavailableforsurnrneratlnter-
national Student Services. Must be 
familiar with WordPerfect. Knowl-
edge of DBASE III a plus. Duties in-
clude data entry, light typing, filing, 
etc. Call 862-2050 and ask for Kyle or 
2 FULLY-furnished Bedrooms/study 
- shared bath/ phone, washer/ dryer+ 
kitchen privileges .in Madbury Rd 
faculty home for 2 female friends. Ap-
plicants must have a sense of humor 
and responsibility- 1,100 per.semester 
- Call 868-5669 for information. 
Two girls to share bedroom in a fully 
furnished 2 bedroom 2. bath/dish-
washer apt. on Edgewood Rd - 10 
minutes to T-Hall .. Semester cost of 
. $1,250 includes utilities- Call 868-5669 
for interview or Sarah at 868-9850. 
SUMMER HOUSING AVAILABLE!! 
A Newmarket home that with 6spaces. 
Off-street parking, next to 2 .COAST 
bus stops. Spacious dining room, liv-
ing room, kitchen, and glassed in 
porch. Gothes washer, dishwasher, 
and clothes line. $225 / month in.eludes 
utilities. Rent with some friends!! Call 
Abi at 659-2386. 
Summer sublet! ·Right on Main St.! 
Female needed to share spacious apt. 
withothers. Availableearlyifneeded. 
Cheap! Call Tricia 868-1426 
Durham Apt. 3 bedrooms. two avail-
able. 1 mile from campus. Parking. 
$250.00/month. Call 868-6774 or 772-
9374. Available now! 
ROOM ·FOR RENT- $250/MONTH 
INCLUDES HEAT. CLEAN, LOTS 
OF PRIVACY, WASHER/DRYER, 
YARD, NO LEASE, IN DOVER, CALL . 
743-4761. 
GET HOUSING FOR NEXT FALL!! 
Great Newrnarke't house with o spaces 
available. Off-street pail<ing, next to 
COAST bus routes. Spacious kitchen, 
dining room, living room, glassed-in 
porch. Clothes washer and dish-
washer. $205/month plus low utili-
ties. Rent with some friends! Call Abi 
at 659-2386. · 
Dover - Quiet, · responsible female 
needed to share sunny 2-bedroom apt. 
Off-street parking, K-Van, walk to 
downtown. $237.SOinclu_desheatand 
hot water. No smoking, drugs, or 
heavy drinking. Julie 749-6658 
SUMMER RENTAL. Student house 
rooms available · $200.00 per month. 
June - August. 1 nµle from campus. 
Call ELAINE . 332-2568 or 335-2685 . 
FALL SEMESTER ROOMS AVAIL-
. ABLE. Student House -1 single bed-
room $1350 per semester. 1 double 
bedroom $1200 per semester. Heat 
included. Lotsofroom. Quie.tlocation 
1 mile frorri cam:pus . . Call ELAINE 
332-2568 after six. -
ATTENTION .PARENTS! Quality 2 
BR Condo, fully applianced, W /D, 
ample parking, convenient location, 
easycornmuteto University. Whynot 
own? Benefit from your investment, 
creative financing available, only 
$68,500. Call Century 21 Atrio Proper- . 
ties, (603) 433-1555 for viewing. 
Teachers - Rochester apartment, 
immaculate 2 bedroom, kitchen, din-
ing & living rooms, heat, hot water 
included, laundry hook-up, garage. 
$575 per month, security deposit. No 
pets. 332-7215. · 
Durham Apartment: Walk to campus. 
2 bedroom for 3 or 4 people. Call 868· 
1632. 
NEWMARKET APARTMENT FOR 
RENT: 2 bedrooms, large living room, 
kitchen+ bath. On K-Van route plus 
plenty of parking space available. Heat 
+ hot water includ~d in rent. Some 
furniture also available. Apt. avail-
able May 1st. Call 659-3654 or 659-
Centrally located in Dover near Kari-
van Route. 4 bedrooms, living room, 
kitchen. 625 includes heat. Lease 
required. No pets. 742-7908 between 
7-9pm. 
Dover Bluff Condo - 2 bed ·room, 1 · 
bath, fireplace, washer/ dryer, sun 
deck, gas heat, storage, weight room · 
and sauna. Bus Route - $62,000 owner 
will finance! Call (207) 676-9372 
DURHAM - Furnished single bed-
rooms with shared bathroom for fe-
male studentsonly. Availablefor1990-
91 academic year. Private entrance. 
Ten minute walk from T-Hall. Off 
street parking. $1150 per semester in-
cluding utilities. Call 868-2217 after 4 
pm. 
1 
Co-ed summer housing at AGR.' $35/ 
week,$100deposit. Alsoroomsavail-
able for fall (males). To inquire, call 
Andre, 868-9859. 
Newmarket - 2 room efficiency. In-
cludes hot water. Paneled, carpeted, 
first floor, launderette, parking. Secu-
rity deposit; no pets, negotiable lease. 
$360 monthly plus oil heat. 603-659-
2655. 
Newmarket Studio - Includes hot 
water. l'aneled, carpeted, full-bath, 
launderette, parking. Security deposit, 
nopets,negotiable lease. $295 monthly 
plus heat. 603-659-2655. 
Newmarket 2 bedroom. First floor, 
country location, full bath, launder-
ette, oil heat, panelled, plenty of park-
ing, inexpensive uti'lities. No pets,_ 
security deposit, short or long term 
lease available. 603-659-2655 
RENTAL - HAMPTON BEACH. 
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE FULLY 
FURNISHED. REASONABLE. $450/ 
MONTH. CALL 617-246-1431 / 245-
0733 AFTER 6:00 PM. 
DURHAM. Singles, doubles, and 
suites in renovated building across 
from New England Center. All units 
have kitchenettes. Ask about free 
DisneyWorldVacation. Call868-2192. 
Summer Housing$35a week. 1 month 
deposit / Now taking applications for 
fall semester. Room/Board/Social 
$1,450 plus $100 refundable room de-
posit. Alpha Gamma· Rho call for 
Andre 868-9859 · 
Cape Cod Summer Rental sleeps 6-7, 
furnished, West Yarmouth - ,close to 
beaches, downtown Hyannis, and hot 
spots. Reserve early- available week-
ends for job hunting. Call after 5pm. 
508-477-3586 . . -
Roommate needed for summer sublet 
of a 2 bedroom house in Durham. 
Furnished $300 plus utilities. Tim or 
Dave 868-7120 
June 1 at' $660/mo for summer and 
Sept. 1 at $825/mo for fall plus utili-
ties. Security deposit, lease . .Oe<U1/ 
nice. Call 659-5932 
Need a summer sublet but don't have 
transportation for the summer or pre-
fer to live close to campus? Rent an 
apartment practically on campus for 
one or two. Located on Garrison Ave. 
Call Steph at 868-6479. 
MANCHESTER, ROOMMATE 
WANTED! MALE OR FEMALE. 
CLEAN, HONEST, WORKING! TO 
SHARE LUXURY 2 BED, 2 BATH, 
GARAGE, CENTRAL AIR, DISH-
WASHER, WALL "fO WALL CAR-
PET, SAUNA, JACUZZI, LAP POOL, 
UNIVERSAL MACHINE, · POOL 
TABLE, PING PONG, LAWN & 
YARD, CA THEDRALCEILINGS, BIG 
ROOMS! NEEDTOFILL BY 5/1 AT 
LATEST, 4/14 AT SOONEST! $335/ 
MO. $125 SECURITY, All utilities are 
additional. (APX $35/mo?) CALL 
622-3925 I LEA VE MESSAGE. ASK 
FOR MARC. •NO DRUGS - NON-
SMOKER OR LIGHT SMOKER 
Summer ·on Martha's Vineyard. S' 
bedroom house, sleeps 7 on Chap-
paquiddick $8500 for summer. , Call 
603-644-5961 or 603-623-3374. 
Female roommate. Gose to beaches 
and 95 for summer work.. Separate 
sunny bedroom. Largehouse. 2baths. 
$300mo. + 1/2utilities. 742-1875days. 
926-2016 after 9 p.m. 
DURHAM: Private room. Need quiet, 
neat+ considerate third housemate. 1 
miletocampus,off-streetparking,sur-
rounded by woods/pond. A-frame 
living room, panel windows, wall-wall 
carpeting, spiral staircase, clean, white 
walls. Washer/ Dryer/ Dishwasher. 
Fully-furnished. $275/mo, 1 /3 util 
868-3756 
Four available spots in really 'really· 
coolDurhamhouse. 1&1/2milesfrom 
· campus towards Data General. Rent 
$175permonth, plus electric. Call 868-
7460. Stu, Scott or Bill -•,~•.;-,.,,MJJ 
[ . 
Got ideas fort-shirts? Tum them into 
money- low production cost. T-Shirts ' 
Plus 431-4355 
To the blonde on the women's track 
team in my MW Psyc 511 class. Have 
you ever seen the commercials tlilat . 
say when someone you don''t know 
gives you flowers that it must ·be im-
pulse? Do you think the same holds 
true for someone sending you person-
als? 
VOTE! VOTE! VOTE! 
Amy Ooooo. Don't ever say that I 
never took out a personal for you! -
BABYDOLL 
Leave the driving to us. Call Safe 
Rides. 862-1414 
SUMMER SUBLET. - 5 bedroom du-
plex off central ave in Dover. On K-
Van. Spacious, parkrng. Females 
preferred. $150/mo + utilities. Call 
Kathy or Mike 862-4322; or Sue or 
Mary 868-3012 Lisa- HAPPY BIRTHDAY, you finally 
made it. Sorry Ferrari's don't come in 
SUMMER SUBLETIERS NEEDED! . purple. Hope you had a good birth-
Large, gorgeous apt. on Main St. Dur- day. Love, Scott 
ham. Dishwasher, washing machine, -------------
2 baths, parking lot. 6 openings. 
Females only. $?25/mo. 868-6013. 
Fall and/ or Summer Rental. 2 BR/2 
pers. Apt in Lee, 2.5 miles from cam-
pus. No pets, Non-smokers. Avail. 
June 1 at $460/mo for summer arid 
Sept 1 at $560 / mo for fall plus utilities. 
Security deposit, lease1 Gean/nice. 
Call 659-5932 
Fall and/or summer rental , -- 3 BR 
duplex unit iLee, 3.5rniles from cam-
pus. No pets, non-smokers. · Avail. 
To the guy who sits directly behind me 
in my MW Psyc 511 class - have I 
guessed right? Thanks for all these 
personals, that's really sweet. Talk 
with you afterdass sometime? Mich-
ele 
Hey Jim-here's your personal. And 
another thank you (a sober thank you) 
for putting up with me that honid 
night last Thursday. No more Rum-
plemints ever. I couldn't have been 
that drunk-I remembered to write 
you a personal! We'll have to drink 
again soon~-Kristi. , 
MARIN-E MAMMAL STRANDING 
TEAM: SEAL TRAINING SESSION 
BY NEW ENGLAND AQUARIUM'S 
BOB COOPER. FRIDAY 4-20-90 SEN-
ATE/MERRIMACK MUB 2-4PM 
ADOPTION: A loving home is wait-
ing for the baby (inf. - 6 mos.) who will 
become part of Steve & Chris' family. 
If you're considering adoption, please 
call their adoption advisor, Dawn, at 
Friends in Adoption, 802-235-2312 
(collect). 
Send afarewellmessage to your favor-
ite graduating senior. Ad space in the 
1990 Granite yearbook: small- $5, me-
dium - $10, large - $20. Room 125 
MUB. 
Bud Night! Ha Only Kidding! Come 
pick up your copy of the Award Win-
ning 1989 Granite yearbook. Only $5 
Room 125 MUB. 
How to GET a Job: Are you planning 
for success? If yes, then you won't 
want to miss a career oriented lecture 
by Carrol Winch in the Hillsboro-Sul-
livan room in the MUB Tuesday April 
17. Mr. Winch is a UNH graduate and 
is currently president of Bank East 
Trust Company. He will be talking 
about how to Jllake the best of your , 
college education and_ how to apply it 
to the "real world". Sponsored by 
Order of Omega. 
Hi Kath yJ I gu,ess we are .r:~all y old 
now. I hope people c;ion't st~t ignor-
ing us as ht1II1an beings now. You 
know ~:like those poor old drool y 
people who live in old age homes and 
are _just ignored by their friends and 
fa~y. Jt~sort,of like, ~hy don't we 
just go and lock ourselves away, be-
cause we're just about there anyway. 
Kathyiwanttocry. Weareold. Hope 
you like being old. You are older than 
me now because it is April 17! Your 
birthday. Tommorow, I experience it. 
I am not happy. Are you? 
Vote! Student Body Elections. April 
17 + 18. Vote! 
ATTENTION! Have you ever run a 
PICTURE PERSONAL in THE NEW 
HAMPSHIRE? Well PLEASE come 
claim your pictures! Sure, they'renice 
- but we don't want them anymore! 
Come to Rm 110B, MUB. 
Bring canned food or money to your 
dining hall to h~lp HUDDLESTON 
HALL feed the hungry. April 23-27. 
ADOPTION: Areyouinneedofhelp? 
We are too. Young, happily married 
professional couple is eager to become 
Mom & Dad. We offer a baby love, 
happiness, security & much more. 
Please call Jay and JoAnne collect any-
time at (802)235-2312. 
Women's Issues in Literature. Free 
discussion. Bring material. Men and 
women authors encouraged. Thurs, 7 
pm Chesire Rm. Contact: 862-2259 
Leave the driving to us. Call Safe 
Rides 862-1414 
"BA TILE OF THE BICEPS" UNH 
Open Armwrestling Tournament. 
Saturday,April21-interestedcall862-
4379 - charity "Durham Infant Cen-
ter." 
Student Body Elections - Vote - today 
and tomorrow April 17 + 18 
Mr. Levin ... Yankee'sare3-1...Andjust 
think, I bet your record is even better 
than that! 
ADOPTION 
CAN YOU HELP? 
N.H. couple wishes to adopt a healthy 
infant. Will provide a loving, caring ' 
and secure home environment. Re-
lated expenses paid. Please contact 
our attorney, David S. Osterman at 
(6(13) 669-4589. 
ORDER YOURS NOW!! Whittemore 
School of Business sweatshirts. Gray 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE, TUESDAY APRIL 17, 1990 
~th blue l~tteri~g. Mostly large, some 
extra l'ar ge. $20,deposit with order -
$15 with deliver-y of sweatshirt. SEE 
LEEANN in Devine 222 for details. 
Great gifts for birthdays and gradu-
ation! 
Lisa-HAPPY BIRTHDAY, You finally 
made it. Sorry Ferrari's don't come in 
purple. Hope you had a good birth-
day - Love Scott 
SUFFERING A FINANCIAL BUR-
DEN HERE AT THE BIG STATE U? 
COME SEE THE STUDENT JOB 
BOARD IN THE MUB OR VIDEOTEX 
FOR VARIOUS JOBS IN THE AREA. 
DON'T HA VE ANY HOT SUMMER 
PLANS? HOW ABOUT A SIMPLE 
SUMMER CAMP JOB OR EVEN A 
CHALLENGING POSITION AS A 
LIFEGUARD ATONEOFTHEMANY 
FINE BEACHES HERE IN THE 
NORTHEAST. GO TO THE STU-
DENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE ON THE 
TOP FLOOR OF THE MUB FOR 
MORE DETAILS. 
ADOPTION: Educated farm coupl~ 
offer_s your baby love, stability, won-
derful life. Expenses paid. Call collect 
Susan and Alan 802-592-3384 
Help the needy with a Oothes Drive 
sponsored by the Arnold Air Society. 
Drop clothes off at all three . dining 
halls, Stoke, Fairchild and Christen-
son. April 10-21 
Vote today and tomorrow! 
Apply to the ORDER of OMEGA; It's 
the smart thing to do. 
CASH FOR GOLD. The Gold Ex-
change will pay immediate' cash for 
your·goldinanyform. 743-4796. Leave 
a message. 
PAVE ORGANIZATIONAL MEET-
ING JONIGHT a,t 7:00 PM in the 
GRAFTON ROOM. COME HELP US 
HELP OTHERS! 
Hbw to GET a Job: Are you planning 
for success? If yes, then you won't 
want to miss a career oriented lecture 
by Carrol Winch in the Hillsboro-Sul-
livan Room in the MUB Tuesday April 
17. Mr. Winch is a UNHGraduateand 
is currently president of Bank East 
Trust Company. He will be talking 
about how to make the best of your 
college education an how to apply it to 
the "real world." Sponsored by Order 
of Omega. 
•Adoption• 
Happy, financially secure woman 
eager to share undivided love of live 
with a child. Your wishes matter. Call 
Judie collect 508-744-1282. 
PHI MU is collecting pennies on Wed. 
April 18th to benefit Project Hope -
Health Opportunities for People Eve-
rywhere. If you have any spare pen-
nies, please give them to a sisteror phi. 
VOTE! VOTE! VOTE! 
MARINE MAMMAL STRANDING 
TEAM: SEAL TRAINING SESSION 
BY NEW ENGLAND AQUARIUM'S 
BOB COOPER. FRIDAY, 4-20-90SEN-
A TE/MERRIMACK MUB 2-4PM. 
GREEK HONOR STUDENTS: Order 
of Omega applications obtained 
through your chapter president. 
ROB'S A SLUT!!! 
Preserve the memories for only $5. 
Pick up your Award Winning 1989 
Granite NOW - Room 125 MUB 
YO, JULIE! WHAT'S SHAKIN'? I 
MEAN, IS YOU STARTING TO 
QUIVER & MOAN? GASP AND 
PANT? OH, CHRIST! SNORT, 
ANGELO 
ADOPTION: Bedtime stories + sand-
castles; we offer our love to your baby. 
Call Sue+ Jamie collect, about adop-
tion. (802) 235-2312. 
Student Body Elections - today and 
tomorrow April 17 + 18 
Need.something, but don't know what 
office at UNH can help you? Contact 
STUDENTDEVELOPMENTOFFICE, 
Room 208, Huddleston Hall, 862-2050. 
ADOPTION: Loveandsecurityawait 
· your infant in our family. We have a 
big sister, proud grandparents, and a 
large extended family nearby with an 
abundance of love. Expenses paid. 
Legal/confidential. Please call Eileen 
and Tom. (203)-298-9028 collect. 
PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESS-
ING FOR ALL REPORTS, THESES, 
CORRESPONDENCE, ETC., TAPE 
TRANSCRIPTION, LASER PRINT-
ING. EXPERIENCED, REASON-
ABLE, QUICK-RETURN. JANET 
BOYLE, 659-3578. 
Help the needy with a Oothes Drive 
sponsored by the Arnold Air Society. 
Drop clothes off at all three dining 
halls; Stoke, Fairchild and Christen-
son. A~ril 10-21. 
Confused, need help? Not sure where 
to turn? Contact STUDENT DEVEL-
OPMENT OFFICE, Room 208 Hud-
dleston Hall, 862-2050. 
10 Ways To Stretch Your Scholarship 
Chances, 'Send $1.00 to Scholarship 
Data Services, POB 6561, Portsmouth, 
NH03802 w 
Missing: small, black, plastic case 
containing several computer disks. 
Very important. Contains semester-
long project. Please call Tim at 862- , 
4526. 
-HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER? Jet there anytime for $160 
or less, with AIRHITCH® (as reported 
in NY Times, Let's Go! & Consumer 
Reports.) For details call: AIRHITCH 
212-864-2000. 
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS 
SUMMER? Jet there anytime for $160 
or less, with AIRHITCH® (as reported 
in NY Times, Let's Go! & Consumer 
Reports.) For details call: AIRHITCH 
212-864-2000. 
Does anyone nt!ed their car driven to 
California? If so, please contact us at 
868-9711. Ask for Colleen, Jen F, 
Tamara, or Wendy. Departure from 
UNH is May 27th! Thanx! 
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Prices arid configurations are based on April 1, 1990 price sheet. Prices 
are subject to change. Some products'"may require special order. The 
IBM Color Model 25 configuration price is for a limitec:l time only. Call 
the University Technology Center for additional information on special 
configurations. · 
. Perfect for word processing or small spreadsheets 
· IBM Monochrome Model 25 · IBM Color Model 2S- (While· supplies.last!) 
640kMemory 
. 20Mb Seagate Hard Drive 
Epson LX 810 Printer and 6' Parallel cable 
· IBM PC-IX>S 4.0 
1533.00 
· 640k Memory 
20Mb Seagate Hard Drive . 
Epson LX 810 Printer and 6' Parallel cable 
IBM PC-DOS 4.0 
WordPerfect 5.1 
1844.00 
~ ... ,,;,_ -: ~;.:;-, .. ,, 
A competitively prfced computer with the power that you can grow.into 
IBM Model SOz 
. . 
1Mb RAM w /30Mb Hard Drive · 
12" IBM Mon~hrome Display 
IBM PC-DOS 4.0 
IBM PS/2 Fair 
2049.00 
Thursday, April 19 
.· 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m~ 
· at Thompson Hall Courtyard 
IBM Model SOz 
1Mb RAM w /30Mb Hard Drive 
12" IBM Color Display 




. available on all 
IBM products. 
/ 
' u· _ N I V E R S I T Y 
Technology -C _en ter 
-Thompson Hall, 14A 
M-F, 9:00 ·a.m. - 3:00 P·~· 
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continued from p.48 
over the country are picked. Bren-
nan, Garber believed, is the only 
player ever to be even nominated 
by UNH. From the nominations 
sent in, a board made up of colle-
giate coaches selects the teams. 
"He's a very confident per-
son," said Garber. "He'll do well. 
He could play against anyone at 
top level." 
"Scott definitely deserves this 
type of honor," he said. "He is one 
of the top three soccer players to 
ever play at UNH, and may be the 
best ever. All of us at the Univer-
sity have to be very proud for 
Scott to be chosen to play in this 
all-star game." 
· Bre,nnan was not able to be 
reached for comment. 
Men's crew capitalizes on 
Charles River 
U!-JH takes .on Tufts and 
Wesleyan despite rough waters 
By Ellen Harris 
The UNH varsity men's crew 
team ousted Tufts a~d Wesleyan 
in the choppy, frigid waters of the 
Charles River last Saturday. 
The races were delayed until 
evening due to other crew races 
and sailboat competitions held 
earlier in.the day. As a result, all 
four UNHboats had to race against 
the darkness, as well as the com-
petition. 
Dave Rowse, stroke of the 
varsity crew, said that the crew 
had. a cold, miserable warm-up. 
"No one got warm," he said. 
Regardless of the lousy pre-
race conditions, . the three way 
varsity race featured the Wildcats 
from the beginning of the 2000-
meter course. Tufts fell back 
immediately, leaving Wesleyan 
and UNH to fight each other 
through the slamming white caps. 
The UNH crew had a decent 
start and stretched their lead to 
half a boatlength over Wesleyan 
at 600-meters down. 
"We went stroke for stroke 
with Wesleyan then puHed away 
at the settle [ the portion of the race 
immediately following the initial 
sprint]," said Rowse. 
"Even before the race, the 
<;:rew had a race plan .. ;they would · 
be ratchet-men; they would only 
go forward and not go backwards 
· whenever they took a lead," said 
varsity coach Chris Allsopp. 
Although Wesleyan kept 
challenging UNH from the rear, time of 7:03.9. 
the \]NH crew kept with their The JV battled swamping 
"ratchet-men strategy'' and never waves and a domim;mt Tufts crew 
let them pass, added Allsopp. in their race. After watching Tufts 
The Wildcats made a move take off from the start, UNH held 
slightly before the 1000-meter with Wesleyan in the beginning, 
mark and pulled a three quarter but dropped back during 
length lead over Wesleyan. From Wesleyan's aggressive sprint. 
there, UNH moved into their · Tufts took first in 7:13.9, 
roughest 500-meters of the race. Wesleyan grabbed second with a 
"It [thethirdSOO:.meters] was time of 7:24.4, and UNH held out 
no~ a very pretty show of. oars- for third with a time of 7:27.4. 
manship," said Allsqpp. He ex- "ThatracereallywasallTufts 
plained that UNH had difficulty from start to finish," said Allsopp. 
maintaining· the perfect timing "They [Tufts] were ·aggressive. 
necessary for balance, and were Their oar blades cleared the water 
slamming from port to starboard on every stroke; they seemed 
as a result. "They were ratchet- untouched by the soup [rough 
men though, and didn't let it stop waters]." 
their forward motion," he said. Allsopp explained that the 
At the start of the .final 500- Tufts crew was a medal contender 
meter,theUNHmenhadan"open for the light weight varsity Na-
water" lead over Wesleyan. tional competition. 
Allsopp said that he heard The first novice crew took 
Matt · Baldi, of the varsity crew, second in their three-way race, 
saying, "It wasn't pretty, but we pulling -in 5 seconds behind the 
got the job done." victorious Tufts crew. Wesleyan 
"In the last ,500, they stabi- tookthird,6secondsbehindUNH. 
lized. and held the lead," said The second novice took thi:-d in 
Allsopp. "Wesleyan made a furi- their race behind strong Tufts and 
ous sprint, but our guys had it." Wesleyan boats. 
Rowse said that at 1250-me- "Ourfreshmen;inspiteofthe 
ters down, the crew took five rough conditions, rowed pretty 
strokes to resume their momen- well,"saidAllsopp. "Theyhaven't 
tum, which propelled them into a raced in those conditions 
more stable, powerful final 500- before ... and with what they 
meters. · learned today, they can row with 
UNH crossed the line in more confidence [in the future]. 
6:44.9. Wesleyan followed with They can take Tufts next time." 
. 6:49.9and Tufts cleaned upwitha 
I · 
Scott Brennan (left), UNH's midfielder,contributed six goa.ls'with seven· assists for an impressive season 
for the 'Cats (Phot°, courtesy of Sports Information, David A. Sandman photo). . .. 
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Women's track tripped by 
Boston teams, Maine, Vermont 
Individual women qualify for New 
Englands, despite team's fifth place finish 
By Kim Armstrong 
. DEDHAM, MA- As spring 
sets in and the women are back on 
the track, . Carol Westoh, among 
others, is making her presence 
known again, placing first in the · 
javelin in Saturday's NAC meet 
against Boston University, North-
eastern, Vermont, Maine, and 
Colgate. 
Although the t~a:tl). placed 
fifth out of six teams with 53 points, 
Coach Nancy Krueger was pleased 
with the results, considering that 
four key members of the team are 
out because of injury or sickness. 
"We had some very good 
performances," said Coach 
Krueger. "Jen Briggs ran a very 
good 10 ,000." 
At about the two-mile mark, 
Briggs was cursed with a painful 
~~~~~~~~~¢"'~:~ .. ·.····,·~~~~ ::i~~,!~!~ ~~=~:;~~s~:~~;~;~· 
'; · · ····· ~,,-=--"' ·~~s;;,;.,,,i""""'"'''''''"''''''''' ,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,, .. ,"-,,;;,,,,,,,,,,, .. , ,❖,, .•••• ,.,"'''"1 strong with a good strong kick." 
"'';si,.~.,~~~f,-..~~~~""~'"""_.. .. . .. It ... .-it . ····· · ·. "I made New Englands," said 
I 
Carol Wes ton starts another outstanding season, taking firs~ in the 
javelin and second in the discus (Kim Armstrong photo). 
****************************** 
Briggs, who ran a qualifying time 
of 39:42.90. To make New. 
Englands, a runner must run at · 
least a 41 minute race. ''-I wanted 
to b~k 30," she said. "I wanted 
two minutes faster." 
"Carc;>l' s [Weston] javelin had 
an excellent series," said Krueger. 
. "She was a little high into the 
wind ... but there"s-nothing wrong 
II';:;} ;:;:;:::::: : : :•:::•:•·.:.;.:c.;.:<·>>::::::::::>::::::::::>::::::;:;:;:;:/':':;:;:;:::::;:':/:;:;:;:/;:;:;:;:;:::::::::::;:;/ ::::::< : :·.:•:'::: ·.:•: ·.;.;.:·•·.: .:.:.:•: ::·•:: :·:::.:.:•::: ::::::.:.:•:::.:c.;.::<<··<.:•:: : : : ::::::::.:.:.:·•·::.:.:.:.: .:.;.:.:.:<• ·.: <•: :c.;.:: :·.:.::,.; .;.;.:.;.:.:•::: :·.;.:.:.:.:•·•:::<<·: ·,<:"'! 
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Laxmen drop to Redmen 
in overtime,· 15-14 
Milhous registerS 25 saves despite loss 
By Don Taylor 
The St. John's Red.men beat 
the Wildcats 15-14 in overtime last 
. Saturday at Redmen Field. The 
loss drops the 'Cats to 5-3 and, 
while they still have a shot at the 
Northeast Championship, takes it 
out of their control. 
"We showed a lot of guts in 
coming back," . said UNH head 
coach Ted Garber. "But we beat 
ourselves." 
St. John's went out to a quick 
lead at :23 and added another two 
minutes later before UNH got 
things going. Jeff Mechura tallied 
two of his five goals, and the score 
was2-2fiveminutesintothegame. 
UNH played a . solid defen-
sive. third period and mustered 
three goals to take a 9-7 lead. St. 
John's then took advantage of a 
, Wildcat mental lapse and slipped 
two by Stowe Milhous in thirty 
seconds, togaina9-9tieafterthree 
minutes. Milhous had another 
outstanding game in net for UNH, 
registering 25 saves. 
· The final quarter was typical 
of the 'Cats play this year. The 
teams each notched two scores and 
were playing to an 11-11 tie with 
about nine minutes to go. 
St. John's then struck three 
times in the next five minutes to 
go up 14-11. The 'Cats have taken 
pride in their defensive play all 
season, _so the lapse was a shock. 
the Wildcats from a victory. With 
two seconds 'left in the game, 
Mechura' s shot from 10 yards out 
hit the post ·and cam~ out. The 
game went into overtime and at 
:48 the Redmen stuffed the game 
winner in. UNH was outshot 62-
. 43. 
Coach Garber wasn't down 
about the loss, although it was 
there for the taking. "They [St. 
John's] just beat us in crazy 
bounces," said Garber. "The chal-
lenge for us is to bounce back from 
a tough loss and play well." 
~'We didn't play well,'' said . 
Garber, ''but you can't expect 
players to play · perfectly every-
day." 
The Wildcats face . second 
ranked Yale this Saturday in their 
home opener at Cowell Stadium. 
Yale will be the highest ranked I\ 
with those performances." Weston 
took first place in the event with a 
throw of 144 feet nine inches, 
which qualified her for New 
Englands. Her personal best is 149 
feet. 
Weston also placed second in 
the discus, qualifying for New 
Englands in that event too, with a 
throw of 144 feet nine inches. Kerri 
Haskins placed fifth in the javelin 
withathrowof114feetfiveinches. 
~'She [Haskins] needs to work 
a lot on upper body and control in 
throwing the javelin," said 
Krueger. But the coach ~as happy 
with her first outing. 
The 4 x 100-meter relay team 
of Laura Schofield, Kristine 
Grange, Amy Brown, and Heidi 
Krug also qualified for New 
Englands with a time of 51.8 sec-
onds. · 
'";[he time isn't what we're 
capable of running," said Krueger. 
She also elected not to run a 4 x 
400-meter relay team in the meet. 
"I didn't have a strong group 
of 4 x 4' s," she said. "I had some 
distance kids ... but I didn't want 
them to run in the cold. My sprint 
group isn't strong enough oi' deep 
enough. I knew we weren't going 
to score so I elected not to run 
them in this meet." 
Senior Tamara Toselli took 
third in the 1500-meter race with a 
time of 4:50.1. Not only did this . 
qualify Toselli for New Englands 
but it was a personal best as well. 
There were a slew of other 
Wildcats who also qualified for 
New f:rtglands. Amanda Caldon 
placed third in the 800-meter with 
a time of 2:21.0. Brown ran the 
200-meter in 26.6 and Schofield 
ran 13.0 in the 100-meter dash. 
Schofield also had a personal best 
of 35 feet 36 inches in the triple 
jump, which will send her to New 
Englands as well. \ 
Kristy D<;>wning, who has 
been recovering from a stress frac-
ture, will be back in action this 
coming weekend. She is a force in 
the 4 x 100-meter, 100-meter 
hurdles, 400-meter hurdles, the 
high jump, and the long jump. 
Dawn Enterlein, who missed 
Saturday's outing, will also be back 
and running and "will add some 
strength for scoring," said 
Krueger. ✓ 
With some of the injured fil-
tering back .into the squad, the 
UNH team Will look to put more 
points on the board. 
, "We're looking to be a little · 
stronger, team wise," said 
Krueger. "We'llhavemoreoptions 
with the 'relays." 
The first quarter ended with 
the Rec;J.men up 4-3. St. John's 
popped in two more to start the 
second period and forced the 'Cats 
to call a time-out. Dave Robinson 
and Tim Vetrano responded to cut 
. the Red.men lead to 7-5. 
Soon after however, Mechura, 
Robinson, and Botnick each scored 
to lead a furious UNH comeback 
in the last two and a half minutes. 
Botnick' s goal tied the score with 
ever to play at UNH. The 'Cats . . . . . . • . 
beat Yale on the road last year 6-5 The men's track team will look to dominate in their upcoming meet 
and both teams are looking for- on Saturday against Dartmo,uth (Kim Armstrong photo) . . 
With :54 before the break 
Mark Botnick scored to cut the 
lead to one at halftime. 
· :_27 foft in regulation. · 
It was o~y bad iuck that kept ward to the rematch. 
;! , : ~ 
.. ;,1 
·: ~ f({~ 
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'Cat~ capture third 
Tracksters show Strengths 
in variety of events 
Greg Taylor placed first in the shot put and fourth in the hammer bi 
Saturday's meet (Kim Armstrong photo). 
By Kiin Armstrong 
DEDHAM, MA- Sunshine 
took the place of snow flurries and . 
spring finally seemed to ,be here. 
And even with the tailwinds, or 
headwinds, or whatever the heck 
those strong gusts were, UNH 
landed in third at the NAC's with 
97 points, ahead of UVM, Maine, 
Colgate, and Hartford at 
Northeastern's Solomon Track on 
Saturday. Northeastern and Bos-
ton University took the top two 
spots, respectively. 
"I thought it was a good ef-
fort," said Coach Jim Boulanger. 
"It was more of a team effort in 
. scoring than an · individual one. 
We scored in many different ar-
eas." 
Junior Greg Taylor captured 
first in the shot put with a throw of 
51 feet five and one half inches. He 
also had a personal best in the 
hammer with 154 feetthree inches, 
placing fourth. 
"I felt good in warm-ups [for 
shot put]," said Taylor. "I knew I 
could beat those guys." He's now 
looking towards Dartmouth next 
week. "I know I'm going to be 
throwing big numbers soon," he 
said.· "Dartmouth has three really 
good throwers .. .! want to beat 
those guys." 
Two weeks ago two Dart-
mouth throwers beat him with 
Women's lax nails two 
Wins over BC and UMass 
bring UNH season to 5-1 
By Julie Leonhardt 
The UNH women's lacrosse 
team offense continued to be 
impressive this weekend, with an 
amazing total of 26 goals in just 
two games. The 'Cats trounced 
over BD, 11-4, and UMass, 15:-4. 
In last Thursday's game 
against Boston College, Liz Brick-
ley again led the Wildcat offense 
with four goals and two assists, 
while Diane Mcloughlin and 
Kierstin Coppola each posted two 
goals. Freshman Khrise Bellows 
and Laura Oark also each added 
one. 
Led by fine marking by sen-
ior tri-captain Beth O'Conner, the 
UNH defense continued to frus-
trate their opponent. Christa 
Hansen continued to prove her 
strength between the posts by 
sporting her second first half shut-
out in two games. 
The Wildcats almost repeated 
their scoring high for the season of 
17 goals, against Drexel last March, 
by scoring IS -against UMass this 
past Saturday. According to Alita 
Haytayan, second in the stats for 
total points, the past few games 
have shown that "the offensive is 
definitely coming together." 
''The past few games have 
been good for us because they've 
given our bench more experience," 
commented junior Cheryl 
Bergeron. 
"Our depth and experience 
will be the key to our success this 
season," added teammate Paige 
Christie. 
With eight different players 
scoring UNH proved that the fate 
of each game does not rest in just 
one player's hands. The eight that 
found the back of the net were 
Brickley and Anna Hill each with 
three goals, Haytayan, Mclough-
lin, and Laurie Gero mini each with 
two, and Coppola, Bellows, and 
BJ Samph each adding one. 
The defense continued to hold 
its ground once again with Han-
son and freshman Lori Danielli 
sharing the net minding responsi-
bilities. So far this season, the 
Wildcatdefensehasgiven up only 
33 goals as opposed to the 
competition's 77 goals. 
This week UNH faces some 
. tough competition with Brown on 
Tuesday and Dartmouth on Thurs-
day, both at home. According to 
Wildcat Wendy Young, "This 
week coming up will be the most 
important." 
"Our defen~ will definitely 
be tested," added Geromini. 
UNH now posts a record of 5-
1. 
their throws so Taylor is looking 
for a little friendly revenge. "They 
know I'm there." He'll work more 
on drills and technique this week 
instead of throwing. 
"Saturday I was rushing my 
throws too much," he said. ''They 
we.re power throws, using 
strength. I need to work on tech-
nique." 
Mike McGrath, who qualified 
for the IC4A's last weekend, 
battled with the defending cham-
pion in the javelin and took third 
with a throw of196 feet five inches. 
"[McGrath] has had two good 
weeks in a row," said Boulanger. 
McGrath was pleased with his 
first two throws, but a little disap-
pointed with his last four. 
McGrath said he thought he 
might have <;i.one better had he 
been able to keep his "mind in 
vision." 
"My mind was too busy 
trying to beat Tommy Allen and 
Don- Clark," he said. Allen and 
Clark took the top two spots, re-
spectively, fo.r Northeastern. 
. McGrath said one of the bet-
ter things he did last \\'eek at 
Dartmouth was he wasn't out 
trying to beat anyone. 
"I didn't have any competi-
tion [at Dartmouth]," he said. ''I 
was out trying to beat myself." 
Next week when the team is at 
Dartmouth again 
"my-idea is to go in there with a 
clear head~ throw far, and think 
technique." Senior co-cap-
tain Randy Hall once again looked 
good, nailing second in the 1500- · 
meter (3:54.8) and third in the 800-
:meter (1:56.4). Barney Borromeo, 
th~ B-man, was also back in the 
400-meter with a time of 50.2, good 
enough for third place. 
In the steeple-chase,_an event 
where runners leap over tall 
hurdle-like blocks and have to step 
into a trough of water, Patrick 
O'Connor placed third With a time 
of 10:10.4. Ken Livingston was 
right behind him in fourth with a 
time of 10:16.5. 
Senior co-captain Gary Gus-
tavson, despite not feeling well, 
finished third in the triple jump 
with a jump of 13.65. 
With UNH placing in all 
events except the 10,000-meter, 
long jump, 100-meter, discus, and 
200-meter, Coach Boulanger looks 
for his team to do well at Dart-
mouth this weekend . . 
"If we can keep things going 
theywaywe'redoing" things now, 
he said, UNH should do well. 
Boulanger plans on keeping ~is 
team working hard and working 
on breaking the mile relay record 
at the Penn Relays April 26-28. 
